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Summary

This report describes CONTAIN analyses performed during participation in the
project of "DCH issue resolution for ice condenser plant" which is sponsored by NRC
at SNL. Even though the calculations were performed for the Ice Condenser plant,
CONTAIN code has been used for analyses of phenomena in the PWR containment and
DCH module in the CONTAIN can be commonly applied to any plant types. The
analysis methodology for DCH using the CONTAIN code can also be applied for
domestic plants.

The objectives of this study is to examine the potential for mitigation of DCH
loads by the ice condenser. Another purpose of the present effort is to support the
screening analysis by providing CONTAIN calculations for point comparisons with
loads calculated by TCE/LHS.

The role of the study is similar in some respects of the role played by the
CONTAIN calculations that were performed for the Surry plant in NUREG/CR-6109.
However, ice condenser analysis is more complex than PWR large dry containment
analysis, and the calculations summarized here are more extensive than those that were
performed for the Surry plant. The present ice condenser issue resolution effort includes
both a screening analysis and a scoping study. It intended to provide guidance as to what
might be needed to resolve DCH for ice condenser plants and a scoping study if the
screening analysis cannot provide a complete resolution.

The following are the results concerning DCH loads in descending order.

1. Availability of ignition sources prior to vessel breach
If hydrogen release to containment is allowed to be accumulated until vessel breach, the
DCH does provide the ignition source to produce threatening containment loads. This
situation is quite different from that in PWR large dry containments, in which the
question of whether pre-existing hydrogen can burn prior to VB, played a relative minor
role in assessing DCH threats.

2. Availability and effectiveness of ice in the ice condenser
If the ice is available, the ice condenser have the potential to mitigate any of the
scenarios (other than 6b and 5b) that have been considered, even if when assumptions
thought to be conservative are made in the loads modeling. The ice condenser issue has
no analogue in PWR large dry containment analysis.

3. Loads modeling uncertainties related to co-ejected RPV water
If hydrogen is burned off prior to VB and there is little or no ice remaining, or if the
"small dry" approximation is being used, the dominant issue appears to be the effect of
co-ejected water on the calculated loads. Phenomenologically, co-ejected water can have
qualitatively similar effects upon DCH in PWR large dry containments. However, the
large containment volume will result in the smaller change of AP (by about a factor of



two) for a given energy input.

4. Other loads modeling uncertainties
In addition to the co-ejected water issue, a number of other loads uncertainties were also
considered here. These include hydrogen combustion issues other than the igniter
question, effects of RPV insulation, completeness of metal reaction, debris transport to
the dome, and coherence between debris dispersal and blowdown steam.
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1. Introduction

This document describes CONTAIN analyses performed for the DCH issue
resolution effort for ice condenser plants. Major features of what was done and what
results were obtained are included, but a number of details have been omitted.

The present ice condenser issue resolution effort includes both a screening
analysis and a scoping study intended to provide guidance as to what might be needed in
order to resolve DCH for ice condenser plants if the screening analysis cannot provide a
complete resolution. The screening analysis employs TCE/LHS in a manner similar to
that used for the PWR large dry containments in NUREG/CR-6338 (Pilch et al., 1995b);
complete success in the phase would eliminate any need for additional effort. In the
TCE/LHS screening analysis, the effects of the ice condenser are neglected, an
assumption that is thought to be conservative in terms of the overall results (although
this assumption may be best-estimate for certain specific scenarios in which the ice
condenser has bee rendered ineffective owing to ice depletion, damage, etc.). This
approximation will be referred to here as the "small dry" containment approximation,
since the governing phenomena are expected to be qualitatively similar to those
controlling DCH in large dry containments, except for differences reflecting the smaller
capacity of ice condenser containments.

One purpose of the present effort is to support the screening analysis by
providing CONTAIN calculations for point comparisons with loads calculated by
TCE/LHS. In addition, the possible importance of uncertainties resulting from
phenomena not modeled in TCE/LHS is considered. This includes examination of the
potential for mitigation of DCH loads by the ice condenser. The role of the study is
similar in some respects of the role played by the CONTAIN calculations that were
performed for the Surry plant in NUREG/CR-6109 (Pilch et al., 1995a). However, ice
condenser analysis is more complex than PWR large dry analysis, and the calculations
summarized here are more extensive than those that were performed for the Surry plant.

It is also important to understand what the present work does not attempt to do.
In most instances, there is no attempt to bound the various effects considered; this study
is not a bounding analysis. No attempt is made to assign quantitative probabilities to
the various scenarios considered, even in a relative sense, except that the various cases
are considered to be within the credible range of interest. In some instances,
judgments are offered as to whether a particular input assumption is conservative or
nonconservative. Use of these terms should only be understood as implying a bias in
the indicated direction relative to a best estimate; it does not imply that the assumptions
are bounding unless this is explicitly stated to be the case.

In addition, the present study has considered only quasi-static containment
loading as a result of DCH and related phenomena (e.g., hydrogen burns). There has
been no consideration of other issues such as dynamic loads associated with accelerated
flames or detonations, FCI effects, cavity pressurization following vessel breach and its



consequences, or thermal failure of the containment resulting from debris accumulating
against the shell.

In the following section, the CONTAIN input and modeling assumptions are
summarized. Section 3 provides the main results of the calculations, including the
containment initial conditions for the various scenarios, point calculations of DCH loads
for comparison with TCE/LHS, and assessing the potential impact of the ice condenser
and other phenomena not considered by TCE/LHS. Section 4 summarizes the major
conclusions that can be drawn from this work.

2. CONTAIN Input and Modeling

CONTAIN input, modeling and some problem description as analyzed by the
CONTAIN code are summarized in this section.

2.1 CONTAIN Version 1.2

The calculations summarized here were performed using CONTAIN 1.2, which
is a new release. There are numerous major model enhancements over prior code
releases, although some have been available in various developmental versions of
CONTAIN. Two major features that have not been generally available even in
developmental versions include:

• Use of a new solution scheme for solving intercell flows, commonly called the
"hybrid flow solver" because the differencing scheme employed can depend upon
the conditions that are encountered.

• Modeling for detailed tracking of pools and liquid flows.

The old flow solution scheme in CONTAIN is known to overpredict downward
mixing in situations that actually should be stable stratified, and the new hybrid flow
solver prevents this overmixing in some instances. The hybrid solver was used in the
present calculations. It is potentially of interest because, under some conditions,
calculations using the hybrid solver might be capable of capturing the effects of
stratification in the dome volume, which may be a factor in determining whether pre-
existing hydrogen can burn in some DCH scenarios. However, use of this approach for
DCH conditions has not been validated, and no attempt to represent stratification effects
was made in present work.

The pool tracking capability includes the ability to model heat transfer from
pools to structures in some detail. However, using this capability requires more
detailed information on the containment geometry than was readily available. Hence, all
structures were modeled as being in contact with the containment atmosphere, as was
done in the past in CONTAIN. Since this assumption is correct for the large majority
of the heat sink surfaces within containment, uncertainties resulting from this
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approximation are minor. The enhanced pool tracking capabilities were used in
modeling the refueling drains as is noted below. A listing of the input deck for a typical
case is provided in Appendix A.

2.2 Plant Representation

The Sequoyah plant was selected as the representative plant for analysis. The
input deck used was derived from the 6-cell representation of Sequoyah employed in
NUREG/CE-5586 (Williams and Gregory, 1990). The topology of this representation
is summarized in Figure 2-1 for the volumes inside the containment. There have been
numerous modeling enhancements to the CONTAIN code since the time the earlier
work was performed, and a number of modifications were made to the deck in order to
accommodate these enhancements.

In addition to the 6-cell representation of the containment, Williams and
Gregory (1990) also utilized a considerably more detailed 26-cell deck in some of their
analyses. Adapting this deck to the present application would have required more
effort than was feasible for the present scoping study. Williams and Gregory (1990)
found that the DCH loads calculating using the 6-cell and 26-cell representations did not
differ very significantly, and thus their results support the use of the 6-cell
representation in the present work. Their results also indicated that the more detailed
representation would be needed if it were desired to expand the scope of the ice
condenser DCH analyses to include issues involving uneven melting of ice and gas
distribution issues, including existence of detonable gas mixtures in parts of the
containment. Consideration of these questions is outside the scope of the present study

Modeling of the Shield Building. The Sequoyah containment is a free-
standing steel shell which is surrounded by a concrete shield building; there is a
substantial gap (~1.5m) between the shield building and the shell. In the earlier work,
the shield building was not modeled. However, more recent studies of passively-
cooled containments with a similar configuration have indicated that radiative heat
transfer from the shell to the shield building can be important. Although this heat
transfer is much too slow to affect the DCH response directly, it was thought that it
could affect the containment initial conditions for DCH. Modeling of the shield
building was therefore included

In order to model the shield building, an additional cell (Cell 8) was added to
the deck to represent the annular gap. Steel structures representing the outer surface of
the shell were provided as were concrete structures representing the shield building.
The steel structures were connected to the corresponding structures representing the
shell in the various interior cells, in order to model thermal conduction through the
shell. The radiation energy transfer between the shell and the shield building was
modeled using the CONTAIN net enclosure model. The cell representing the shield
building annulus was connected by a 0.1 m flow path to a very large "environment"cell
in order to permit pressure equalization with the environment.
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Figure 2-1 6-Cell CONTAIN model for the Sequoyah containment.
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Containment Volume. Based upon information from the Sequoyah individual plant
examination (IPE), the free volume of the containment interior was taken to be 3.37x104

m3. The volumes of the various cells in the CONTAIN representation are summarized
in Table 2-1. Some of these volumes differ slightly from those used in the previous
work.

Table 2-1
CONTAIN Representation of the Sequoyah Containment

Cell NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Containment Region
Represented

Reactor Cavity
Lower Compartment
Lower Plenum
Ice Chest
Upper Plenum
Upper Compartment ("Dome")
Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Shield Building Annulus
Environment

Volume(m3)

420
9143
685

2444
1330

19859
344*
9143
1020

•Used to generate blowdown steam sources. Volume =
351.33m3 for Scenario 6 calculations; see Section 2.6.

Initial Atmosphere. At the time of reactor shutdown (t=0 s in the
calculations), the containment pressure was assumed to be 0.1 MPa. The atmospheric
temperature was taken to be 311K, except for the ice condenser volumes, which were at
273.5K

Bypass Paths. The design intent of the containment is to force flow between
the lower compartment and the dome to pass through the ice condenser. However, a
limited amount of direct flow between the lower containment and the upper containment
is possible. When the total flow rates are large (which includes flows during DCH),
the great majority of the flow does pass through the ice condenser. However, when
flow rates are low, and the ice condenser doors therefore closed, much of what flow
does exist may pass to the upper containment via the paths that bypass the ice condenser.
As described in (Williams and Gregory, 1990), this bypass flow can have a considerable
effect on conditions at vessel breach if the air return fans (ARFs) are not operating.
Containment pressures and dome steam concentrations are increased by the bypass flow.
If the ARFs are operating, the bypass flow is too small relative to the flow forced by the
fans to have a significant effect

Two sources of bypass are modeled. One bypass flow path is the refueling
drains, modeled as a flow path from Cell 2 to Cell 3 at an elevation of 6.47 m. The
other is defined in the FSAR as unspecified deck leakage with an effective flow area
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< 0.29 m2. A value of 0.29 m2 is used here. Since the FSAR value is an upper bound,
actual leakage could be substantially smaller. A sensitivity calculation was therefore
performed with an effective deck leakage flow area of 0.029 m2 .

Because the refueling drains are located at a relatively low elevation in the
lower compartment, they are expected to flood when the volume of water exceeds about
750 m3, which happens well before VB in the calculations. Flooding terminates the
contributions of this flow path to the bypass flow. This flooding could not be directly
modeled in the older versions of CONTAIN; however, it was modeled in the present
calculations using the new pool tracking capabilities of CONTAIN 1.2.

Air Return Fans. In ice condenser plants, air return fans are provided which
return air from the dome to the lower compartment, forcing enhanced flow through the
ice condenser. This promotes containment mixing and helps to prevent detonable
hydrogen concentrations from developing in the ice condenser volumes. It also
accelerates steam and energy transport to the ice condenser and therefore enhances ice
melt. In Sequoyah, the fans boot automatically when the containment pressure rises to
3 psig (Gregory et al., 1990); however, the fans are not always available in some core
melt accidents of potential interest for DCH.

The AREs were modeled by defining a flow path between Cells 2 and 6 with a
user-specified flow rate from Cell 6 to Cell 2 of 54.7 m3/s. This rate corresponds to
both trains of fans operating. Actuation was specified to begin at 7426 s, which is the
time the containment pressure was calculated to rise to 3 psig.

Igniters. The Sequoyah plant is equipped with igniters for intentional ignition
of hydrogen in the lower compartment, the upper plenum, and the dome; there are no
igniters in the cavity, lower plenum, or ice condenser. In CONTAIN, availability of
igniters was modeled by allowing ignition whenever the gas composition was within the
flammable range. CONTAIN default flammability limits were used except for the
minimum combustible mole fraction for ignition, which was set to 5.5 mole
percent(m/o). This value is the same as what was assumed in the NUREG-1150
analyses of the Sequoyah plant (Gregory et al., 1990). In cells that contained no
igniters, ignition was prevented by setting the ignition criteria to impossible values.
Burns initiation in cells with igniters could still propagate into the cells without igniters,
however. (In CONTAIN, criteria for propagation are specified independently of the
ignition criteria, and the propagation criteria were left at default values.) For
calculations in which it was assumed that igniters do not operate, all hydrogen
combustion prior to vessel breach was suppressed.

Ice Condenser. The initial height of the ice column was taken to be 14.53 m,
the initial ice mass was l.llxlO6 kg, and the effective surface area available for heat
transfer was 2.48xlO4 m2. As ice melts, these three quantities are decreased
proportionately in the CONTAIN model. In some sensitivity studies, it was desired to
run the DCH calculation with amounts of ice that differed from the amounts CONTAIN
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calculated to remain at the time of VB. This was accomplished by restarting the
calculation at VB with the desired quantities of ice specified.

Ice Condenser Doors. There are three sets of doors that open in response to a
forward pressure. The first set is between the lower compartment and the lower
plenum; it is hinged to open with a minimal forward pressure. Unless the hinges are
damaged, they can fully reclose, although a slight back pressure is required for full
closure. The hinges are crushable and can deform if the doors are opened with
sufficient violence, in which case they will not reclose. It has not been assessed
whether this should be expected to occur in a DCH event. In the present study, the
doors have been assumed to reclose in the absence of a continuing forward pressure.

There are also doors between the ice condenser and the upper plenum, and
between the upper plenum and the upper containment. These require a larger forward
pressure to open them and, if fully opened, they will only partially reclose.

In CONTAIN, all three sets of doors were modeled using flow paths in which
the flow area is a function of the forward pressure differential. The lower plenum
doors were assumed to be fully reversible. The partially irreversible behavior of the
other two sets of doors was modeled. Additional detail on modeling the ice condenser
doors is given in Williams and Gregory (1990).

2.3 RCS sources

CONTAIN does not include modeling for the primary system and the in-vessel
melt progression; hence, CONTAIN calculations must be provided with source tables
that describe the releases from the primary system to the containment. State-of-art
calculations for the in-vessel accident progression for the Sequoyah plant are not
available. However, calculations for selected station blackout scenarios were
performed for Zion plant using SCDAP/RELAP5 (SR5) as described in Supplement # 1
of NUREG/CR-6075 (Pilch et al., 1994b). Since both Zion and Sequoyah are 4-loop
Westinghouse nuclear steam supply systems, sources for the present work were based
upon the Zion SR5 calculations.

RCS sources were reported for three cases in (Pilch et al., 1994b). These
were distinguished by the magnitude of the pump seal leakage assumed to occur. Case
1 was run without pump seal leakage, Case 2 was run with a best-estimate leakage of
250 gallons per minute (gpm), and Case 3 was run assuming 450 gpm, which was
estimated to be the maximum possible. Case 2 was selected for the present study
because it represented the best estimate of the expected leakage rate. In addition, it is
potentially the most conservative case because it resulted in the largest hydrogen
releases to the containment, and the analysis indicated that the hydrogen would not
autoignite upon entering the containment.

For application to Sequoyah, the Zion sources were scaled by multiplying the
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hydrogen source rates by the Sequoyah/Zion zirconium inventory ratio (23115 kg/20208
kg = 1.14385), and sources of steam and liquid water were scaled by multiplying by the
power ratio (3570 MW/3238 MW = 1.1025). The (small) nitrogen sources, which
represent releases from the accumulator, were used as given for Zion, without scaling

The rationale for scaling the hydrogen sources used here is straight-forward,
but the rationale for scaling the water sources is less clear. It might be argued that the
scale factor should be based upon the water inventories, which are almost equal. The
argument used here is that an important parameter is the amount of ice melted prior to
vessel breach (VB), and this is determined primarily by the energy released to the
containment, not the total water mass.

In the SR5 analyses, sources were released from 6 different locations: the
PORV, the four reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals, and a break in the hot leg.
However, all these locations are within the lower compartment as defined here; hence,
all sources were introduced in Cell 2.

The source tables obtained from the SR5 calculations are very lengthy. They
have therefore been deleted from the deck listing given in appendix A.

The SR5 sources were calculated for a "hands off' station blackout accident,
with no power recovery, no operator intervention, and no heat rejection via the
secondary side. A thermally-induced hot leg failure was calculated to occur prior to
vessel breach, completely depressurizing the primary system. Except for thermal
energy that remains in the primary vessel and the degraded core, most of the energy
initially stored in the primary system at reactor shutdown, plus the decay energy and
zirconium reaction energy, is discharged to the containment in this scenario. These
conditions tend to maximize the thermal load on the ice condenser.

There is some mismatch between the scenario calculated by SR5 and the
postulated DCH event, because the SR5 scenario included complete depressurization
owing to a hot leg failure at 16925 s, which is well before the calculated time of VB
(26915 s; for convenience, VB was taken to be at exactly 27000 s in the CONTAIN
analyses). This depressurization would, of course, preclude occurrence of HPME and
DCH. Furthermore, Pilch et al. (1994b) concluded that all unrecovered station
blackouts would similarly depressurize, precluding DCH. Hence only station blackout
scenarios with power recovery and operator intervention were judged to be of interest
for DCH in this treatment. Other accidents potentially of interest include certain
transients and small-break LOCAs.

In many of the accident scenarios potentially of interest (including long-term
station blackouts), secondary side cooling may be available for at least part of the time
preceding vessel breach, reducing the energy discharged to the containment and, hence,
reducing the thermal load on the ice condenser. Thus, the degree of ice melt prior to
VB that is calculated using the SR5 sources may be too high for at least some of the
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scenarios that would be of interest in a complete integrated systems analysis of DCH in
ice condenser plants.

2.4 RCS Initial Conditions

In NUREG/CR-6338 RCS conditions (including melt masses and
compositions) were defined for two scenarios, designated Scenarios 5 and 6. These were
slightly modified versions of scenarios that were first defined in Supplement 1 of
NUREG/CR-6075. In Scenario 5, it was assumed operator intervention resulted in full
repressurization prior to vessel breach. A relatively large amount (75000 kg) of water
was assumed to overlie the melt at the time of vessel breach, and melt masses were
moderate. In Scenario 6, repressurization was only partial (to 8 MPa), melt masses
were larger, and only 10000 kg of water was assumed to overlie the melt at vessel
breach

Melt mass distributions for 4-loop PWRs, with Zion as the prototype, were
summarized in Table B.7 of NUREG/CR-6338. Values used in the present work were
derived from the upper end (nominally the 99th percentile) of the distributions as listed
in this table. The tabulated values for UO2 were scaled by the Sequoyah/Zion mass
ratio for UO2 (1.030), and values for Zr and Z1O2 were scaled by the Zr inventory ratio
(1.144). In NUREG/CR-6338, molten steel was estimated by considering the amount of
thin lower-internals steel that would be submerged in the melt accumulating in the lower
head. Since the determining feature is the volume of melt, the principal component of
which is UO2, steel inventories were scaled by the UO2 inventory ratio. The rationale
for this scaling is admittedly weak, but the effect is small in comparison with other
uncertainties in the melt masses and compositions, and is therefore not considered to be
a major source of uncertainty in these analyses.

RCS conditions and melt masses are summarized in Table 2-1 for scenarios 5
and 6. Quantities marked by an asterisk were not considered in NUREG/CR-6338 and
hence could not be derived from information given there. The rationale for the values
assumed is therefore summarized below.

Water Temperature. Although the quantities of water overlying the melt were
specified in NUREG/CR-6338, this water was not actually included in the analyses;
hence, its temperature (or enthalpy) did not have to be considered and was never
specified. Since the water is overlying the melt, it is expected to be ejected with,
and/or immediately after, melt ejection. CONTAIN calculations exploring the
potential effects of this water require a specification of its enthalpy.

Although water temperature was not specified in NUREG/CR-6338, it was
argued there that substantial subcooling could exist in scenario 5, based upon estimated
RCS conditions during the TMI-2 accident; this subcooling could be as much as 100 K.
At 16 MPa, the saturation temperature is 620K. Hence the water temperature was
taken to be 520 K in the base case. Sensitivity to this assumption of strong subcooling
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was explored in calculations run with a temperature of 620 K.

In scenario 6, it was judged implausible that the relatively small amount of
water overlying the large mass of melt could be significantly subcooled. Hence the
water was assumed to be saturated which, at a pressure of 8 MPa, corresponds to a
temperature of 568 K.

Table 2-2
RCS Initial Conditions for Sequoyah DCH Calculations

Parameter

RPV Pressure (MPa)
RPV Temperature (K)
RPV Failure Size (Diameter, m)
Debris Temperature (K)
Total Debris Mass (kg)

UO2
ZrO2
Zr
Steel (Total)

Fe
Cr
Ni

RPV Water
Mass (kg)
Temperature (K)*
Enthalpy (J/kg)*

RPV Insulation*
Temperature (K)*
Total Mass (kg)*

Fe*
Cr*
Ni*

Scenario 5

16.0
[_ 700

0.45
2800

1 61880
51500
6290

1 1720
2370
1710
450
210

75000

520 (620)a

1.070xl06

(1.664xlO6)a

600

(5340b)

(3950b)

(960~b)

(430b)

Scenario 6

8.0
1000
0.5

2800
87700

I 72000
8810

' 2290
4530

I 3264

866
399

10000

[_ 568
1.316xl06

600

3355(5340")
2482(3950^)

603(960b)
270(430b)

*Values not derivable from NUREG/CR-6338 and were estimated for this work.
aValues used in some sensitivity calculations.
bThese values were used in some calculations, but are now believed to be too high;
values not enclosed

in ( ) are the corrected values.

RPV Insulation. Reactor pressure vessels are provided with thermal
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insulation to prevent excessive heat losses. Typically this insulation consists of
stainless steel foils held in place between thin stainless steel sheeting. Discussion of
modeling of the insulation in CONTAIN, and the rationale for the treatment assumed,
will be deferred to Section 2.6; however, for the sake of completeness, the masses
assumed are tabulated in Table 2-2.

2.5 Containment Scenarios

For both Scenarios b and 6, three different sets of containment conditions were
initially defined. These are designated Scenarios 5, 5a, and 5b when combined with
the Scenario 5 RCS conditions, and Scenario 6, 6a, and 6b when combined with the
Scenario 6 RCS initial conditions. The rationale for these scenarios has been
summarized by Pilch (1995c). The scenarios are defined as follows:

5, 6: Igniters operate prior to VB but the ARFs do not operate.

5a,6a: Both igniters and the ARFs operate prior to VB.

5b,6b: ARFs operate, but igniters do not operate and there is no ignition of hydrogen
prior to VB.

The combination with neither igniters nor ARFs is not included because it was assumed
that this combination would arise principally in station blackouts with no recovery, and
this accident category was assumed to always depressurize fully prior to VB and
therefore not contribute to the spectrum of DCH events.

Prior to VB, the containment scenarios are assumed to be identical for both the
Scenario 5 and Scenario 6 variants, and they therefore have the same containment
conditions at VB. These conditions will be referred to as the "containment initial
conditions for DCH", or simply the "initial conditions", in the present work.

When these cases were run on CONTAIN, it was found that complete ice melt
was calculated to occur prior to vessel breach for the to containment scenarios with
ARFs operating. Consequently, the calculated initial conditions for 5 (and 6) did not
differ as greatly from initial conditions for 5a(6a) has had been expected. As noted
previously, the SR5 sources used in these calculations may provide a greater thermal
load on the ice condenser than would actually be expected in at least some of the
accident scenarios of interest for DCH. In order to provide a case with initial
conditions representative of those expected with ARFs and igniters operating and with
ice still present at VB, Scenarios 5a' and 6a' were defined with the SR5 sources of
steam and water coming from the PORV and RCP3 and RCP4 seals deleted. With
these reductions in the energy input to the containment, some ice was calculated to
remain at VB even When ARFs and igniters were both operating.

Analogous 'scenarios 5b' and 6b' were also defined, but only one calculation
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was run for 6b' and none was run for 5b'. In addition, one calculation was run for a
variant of Scenario 6 in which the effective area of the deck leakage bypass flow path
was reduced by a factor of 10.

In addition to being needed for the CONTAIN DCH calculations, the initial
conditions calculated by CONTAIN for these scenarios are also used in the TCE/LHS
calculations.

2.6 DCH-Related Modeling

As part of the CONTAIN validation effort, an extensive series of CONTAIN
analyses of CDH experiments was recently performed. Results are summarized in
Williams et al. (1995b) (1995a), with a much more detailed discussion being given in
Williams et al. (1995b).. The design of the calculations summarized in this report is
based in part upon results described in Williams et al. (1995b).

CONTAIN includes a large number of input and modeling options for DCH
and related phenomena such as hydrogen combustion and atmosphere-structure heat
transfer. This flexibility is essential for assessing uncertainties in the results of
CONTAIN analyses, but can pose QA problems for CONTAIN DCH calculations and
code users generally if guidance as to appropriate choices for the various options were
not provided. Hence, a standardized input prescription was defined and frozen in the
CONTAIN validation study, with all experiments being analyzed using the standard
prescription. In the sensitivity studies that were also performed, all input variations
with respect to the prescription were explicitly noted.

In Williams et al. (1995a, 1995b), it was concluded that the standard
prescription used for the experimental analysis was also applicable to NPP analysis,
provided a few modifications were made in order to reflect lessons learned in the course
of the study. It was also noted that the standard input prescription was not to be treated
as a rigid recipe that must be followed in all cases, or that would guarantee good results
if it were followed. Instead it was viewed as a starting point for defining CONTAIN
DCH calculations, with modifications introduced as appropriate, and with the specific
modifications used and the reasons for them being documented. This approach will be
used here; hence, the discussion is largely limited to the rationale of certain departures
from the standard prescription, and to issues not clearly covered by the standard
prescription.

2.6.1 Hydrogen Combustion

CONTAIN has three models for hydrogen combustion: deflagrations in pre-
mixed atmospheres containing hydrogen, a model for diffusion-flame burning (DFB)
applicable when hydrogen-rich gases enter a receiving cell containing oxygen, and a
bulk spontaneous reaction (BSR) model applicable when temperatures become
sufficiently high that any oxygen and hydrogen within a volume are expected to react
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even if normal flammability limits are not satisfied. Initiation of deflagrations is
controlled by composition thresholds, initiation of DFB is controlled by both
composition and temperature thresholds, while the BSR model has only a temperature
threshold. Unfortunately, the composition thresholds do not depend upon temperature
in the CONTAIN model, nor do the temperature thresholds depend upon composition.

Parameters controlling hydrogen combustion prior to vessel breach in the
CONTAIN model are not appropriate to DCH conditions. Hence, in all calculations,
the initial calculation was stopped at VB and restarted with altered hydrogen
combustion parameters for the DCH event.

Combustion Prior to VB. Modeling of deflagrations prior to VB, in
scenarios with operating igniters was discussed in Section 2.2. Prior to VB, the DFB
threshold temperature (applied to the incoming flow, not the receiving cell) was set to
1000 K, corresponding approximately to the autoignition temperature. However this
threshold temperatures is only applied to flows entering from another cell; it cannot be
applied to source tables. If conditions are otherwise appropriate for DFB, incoming
hydrogen sources will burn off as they enter, no matter what the temperature. Since it
was previously estimated (Pilch et al., 1994b) that hydrogen would not autoignite as it
entered from the primary system in the Case 2 Zion analyses, burning the hydrogen as it
enters is unrealistic. Hence DFB was suppressed in Cell 2 Prior to VB.

Combustion During DCH. The combustion models are largely based upon
experiments performed under non-DCH conditions, and fully mechanistic combustion
modeling for DCH is not available. Hence, the recommended procedure is to specify
the controlling combustion parameters so as to assure one obtains the combustion
behavior considered to be reasonable for the conditions at hand, and to perform
sensitivity studies if necessary to investigate alternative combustion behaviors that
cannot be ruled out. Experimentally, DCH-produced hydrogen was observed to burn
in the large majority of those experiments in which the containment atmosphere was not
very heavily inerted; hence the standard prescription is to set DFB parameters so as to
favor combustion of DCH-produced hydrogen whenever it entered an oxygen-gearing
volume, unless the molar ratio of diluent gas to hydrogen is greater than a threshold
value. The CONTAIN default value (9.) was used for this threshold, which is also the
DCH standard prescription for NPP analysis. No temperature threshold was specified,
since hot debris particles will provide more than adequate ignition sources.

For the same reason, it was assumed that, during DCH, ignition sources for
deflagrations would be available in all cells. The minimum hydrogen concentration
for ignition was taken to be 5.5 m/o, which is the same value as that used prior to VB in
the presence of igniters. The standard prescription calls for specifying deflagration
flame speeds to be > 10 m/s, because debris particles flying through a flammable
atmosphere are expected to provide multiple ignition sites, substantially shortening
combustion times. Flame speeds of 20 m/s in Cells 1-4 and 10 m/s in Cells 5 and 6
were therefore specified. It is less clear that multiple ignition sources greatly affect
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burn completeness, however, and the default completeness correlations are therefore
used in the standard prescription. Except in the 5b and 6b scenarios, deflagrations did
not play a major role in the results.

In the standard prescription for application of the BSR model to NPP DCH
events, the standard prescription was to leave the threshold temperature equal to the
CONTAIN default value, 773 K. As a general rule, it was felt likely that this value
would be either reasonably close to best estimate or else conservative; it was considered
unlikely to be nonconservative (i.e., unlikely to be too high). In the present instance, it
is believed that the standard value may be overly conservative because BSR is primarily
important for hydrogen combustion in the dome. However, the hot gases containing
hydrogen enter the dome at the top of the upper plenum, which is high in the
containment. This geometry is thought likely to favor stratification in the dome, with
much of the pre-existing hydrogen and much of the dome oxygen supply residing in
the cooler gases below the hot plume. Strong stratification effects were observed in
the Surry IET experiments, in which the geometry was somewhat similar to Sequoyah in
the regard.

As has been done in TCE/LHS calculations (Pilch et al., 1995b) the effects of
stratification were nominally compensated for by setting the BSR threshold to a higher
value, 950 K in this work . This approach is basically unsatisfactory in that it uses a
chemistry parameter (i.e., a reaction temperature threshold)as a surrogate for what is
fundamentally a gas mixing uncertainty. Hence, in cases in which the threshold was
calculated to be exceeded in the dome, sensitivity of the results to the hydrogen
combustion assumption was investigated by setting the threshold to a sufficiently high
value (2000 K) that BSR could never occur.

2.6.2 Atmosphere-Structure Heat Transfer

The standard prescription uses the CONTAIN default modeling for
atmosphere-structure heat transfer except for radiant energy transfer. The normal
default model for thermal radiation takes into account optically active gases but does not
provide mechanistic modeling for the effects of aerosols upon the atmospheric
emissivity. Experimentally, dense aerosol clouds are observed to accompany DCH
events, and these are expected to assure high emissivity values. An option is available
in CONTAIN that permits the default emissivity model to be overridden with a fixed
user-specified value. In the standard prescription, this option is used to specify an
atmosphere emissivity of 0.8.

The standard prescription emissivity is not appropriate for the period prior to
VB, for which the normal default emissivity model should be used. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to invoke the user-specified emissivity option in a restart; hence one model
or the other must be used for the entire calculation.(This limitation is being eliminated,
starting with CONTAIN release 1.2.1) The choice made here is to use the user-
specified standard prescription value. A sensitivity calculation provided results that
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support this choice; the results also indicated that the sensitivity of the calculated DCH
loads to the choice of emissivity model is small.

2.6.3 DCH Models

RCS Blowdown. A cell representing the primary system is provided to
generate the blowdown. This cell is initially filled with high pressure steam and is
opened to the cavity at VB. The flow path connecting the primary system to the cavity
is kept closed until VB. The area of this flow path is increased linearly to its
maximum value over a time of duration th, which was estimated to be about 2 seconds
using a correlation described in Williams et al.,( 1995b).

For the RCS conditions of Scenario 6, steam properties do not deviate greatly
from ideality and the CONTAIN ideal gas EOS Was used. The volume of the RCS
was increased slightly (to 351.33 m3) in order to permit the cell to hold the correct mass
of steam (6090 kg) for the indicated temperature and pressure. Departures from
ideality are much greater for the conditions of Scenario 5 and the CONTAIN real EOS
for steam was therefore used. The steam mass in the RCS is 21746 kg for the specified
conditions when co-ejected water is not modeled. This mass was reduced to 15820 kg
in calculations that included the 75000 kg of water, in order to take into account the
reduction in RCS free volume associated with the water.

Debris-Water Interactions. Debris-water interactions can arise in DCH in
either or both of two basic contexts: water initially in the cavity can be co-dispersed
with the debris, and RPV water overlying the debris prior to VB can be co-ejected with
the debris. In compartmentalized containment geometries (which includes all ice
condenser containments), water has the potential to either mitigate or augment DCH
loads. Possible mitigation effects include quenching of debris, suppression of
hydrogen combustion, and quenching of hydrogen combustion energy by aerosolized
water. Possible augmentation effects include increasing the supply of steam available
for thermal and chemical interactions with the debris, accelerating the transport of
energy and hydrogen to the dome, and reducing subcompartment temperatures for the
same amount of sensible heat transfer to the gas. The accelerated transport and
reduced temperatures tend to reduce the mitigating effect of atmosphere-structure heat
transfer (Williams et al., 1987).

CONTAIN has no FCI model and no interactions of debris directly with liquid
water are modeled. Instead it is assumed that the water is present dispersed as drops
small in comparison with the debris drops and that direct contact between debris and the
water drops is not the dominant process. Under these conditions, the primary rate-
limiting processes are the debris-atmosphere interactions, and it is these processes that
are modeled. In scenarios involving large amounts of co-dispersed cavity water, the
neglect of debris interactions directly with liquid water is an important limitation and
CONTAIN analyses of the SNL/IET-8B experiment overpredicted the mitigating effect
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of the relatively large amount (62 kg) of water in the cavity. Underprediction of the
heat transfer that results from direct contact of debris with liquid water was
hypothesized to be a cause of the nonconservative result obtained.

Analyses performed in support of NUREG-1150 for the Sequoyah plant
(Gregory et al, 1990) indicated that the cavity would be dry (except for condensate
levels of water) in any scenario in which the RWST had not dumped. Given RWST
dump, water from the lower compartment would overflow into the cavity if ice melt
exceeded 25%, and the cavity would be completely flooded if ice melt exceeded 50%.
Complete cavity flooding was assumed to preclude DCH, and we have adopted the same
assumption in the present effort. In all the CONTAIN analyses, ice melt was
calculated to exceed 50% at the time of VB although the SR5 sources used here may
overestmate the thermal load on the ice, as noted previously. Hence it appears likely
that the cavity will either contain only very limited water (if the RWST has not dumped)
or else be flooded (if the RWST has dumped), thereby precluding DCH; only for a
limited range will there be sufficient water to be a major factor without also preventing
DCH. Hence only one sensitivity case involving cavity water was run.

On the other hand, all the scenarios include at least some co-ejected RPV water
and the possible effects of this water must be considered. Co-ejected RPV water
differs from co-dispersed cavity water in that the RPV water is expected to be highly
superheated with respect to cavity conditions. For water temperatures of 520 K to 620
K, about 25% to 50% of the water can flash to steam upon ejection, and the water that
does not flash is likely to be highly fragmented. Hence the situation may correspond
more closely to the assumptions of the CONTAIN model than is the case for scenarios
involving large amounts of co-dispersed cavity water.

The only experimental data for testing the CONTAIN treatment of co-ejected
water scenarios in compartmentalized containment geometries is provided by the CED-2
experiment. A CONTAIN calculation for this experiment gave AP and hydrogen
production values agreeing with experiment to within 7.5%. It also yielded the correct
order of magnitude of cavity pressurization (only approximate estimates of the
experimental value are available) and provided a plausible explanation for the damage
to subcompartment structures that was observed in the experiment. The fact that
reasonable agreement was obtained for both AP and hydrogen production indicates that
there was no substantial imbalance in the heat/mass transfer ratio, in contrast with the
IET-8B results cited above. Since the CONTAIN heat/mass transfer analogy is not
expected to apply when debris interactions with liquid water are dominant, success of
the analogy in the CED-2 analysis suggests the dominant rate-limiting processes may
have been debris-gas interactions, rather than interactions with the liquid water.

In the CED-2 experimental analysis, the experimental results were used to
estimate the time interval (which was very short) over which debris was dispersed from
the cavity. Since experimental information is obviously unavailable for the scenarios
analyzed here, sensitivity studies were included for the debris dispersal interval and the
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degree of debris coherence with the ejected water and with blowdown steam

Debris Sources. Willams et al.( 1995b) presented sensitivity studies indicating
that, for the case considered, DCH loads were very insensitive to the exact details of the
time-dependence of the debris source, provided the fraction of the debris dispersed from
the cavity was correct and the degree of coherence between debris dispersal and the
steam blowdown was correct. Hence, use of debris sources with a simple trapezoidal
time-dependence was judged adequate.

For both Scenario 5 and Scenario 6, the debris fraction dispersed form the
cavity was taken to be 0.9. Three different approaches were used to estimate the
coherence:

1. The coherence ratio, Rf, was calculated from the semi-empirical model given by Eq.
(5.2) of NUREG/CR-6338. The value of the multiplicative constant appearing in
this model used here was the value obtained by fitting to the Surry-geometry
experiments (12.2), as the Sequoyah cavity was judged to be more nearly Surry-like
than Zion-like. This coherence will be referred to as the "NUREG/CR-6338
coherence".

2. The standard prescription of Williams et al. (1995b) was used. This is based upon
a simplified version of the NUREG/CR-6338 model and the dominant parameter
dependencies are the same; However, the multiplicative constant was obtained in a
manner considered to be more appropriate for use with CONTAIN. This
coherence will be referred to as the "standard coherence".

3. In calculations including co-ejected water, it was considered plausible that
enhanced steam supplies associated with vaporizing water could enhance debris
dispersal rates, reducing the degree of coherence of the debris dispersal with the
blowdown steam and/or with the water. Hence some of the cases involving co-
ejected water were calculated assuming accelerated dispersal. The accelerated
dispersal rates were estimated assuming the dispersal rate is proportion to the
square root of the steam flow rate, which is the dependence implied by both the
NUREG/CR-6338 and the standard coherence formulae. Steam flow rates were
estimated by estimating the water ejection rate and assuming that, during dispersal,
heat transfer from the debris would be sufficient to vaporize what water does not
flash. These debris sources will be referred to as the "accelerated-dispersal
sources". It is recognized that there are large uncertainties in these estimates; for
example, the CED-2 experiment appears to have yielded dispersal rates much more
rapid than this approach implies.

Information on the timing of the debris and water sources and the debris
coherence with respect to the blowdown is summarized in Table 2-3. RT, is the
coherence ratio as defined by Plich et al. (1994a), xe is debris entrainment interval
assumed, and fCOh is the fraction of the blowdown steam, or the co-ejected water, that is
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coherent with the debris entrainment interval. In the second column, "N6338" means
that coherence was figured using Eq. (5.2) of NUREG/CR-6338.

"Coherence" is only an approximate concept in the context of CONTAIN
calculations, and values of RT and fcoh exactly equivalent to those specified for
TCE/LHS cannot be defined. In the case of Scenario 6, at least, the standard value
may actually correspond more closely to the value used in TCE than does the value
identified as "N6338" in the table. Most calculations were made with the standard
value and it is recommended that these results be used in comparisons with TCE results.
The point is somewhat academic, as CONTAIN calculations are expected to be quite
insensitive to moderate variations in coherence; factor-of-two variations in coherence
typically result in < 10% variations in the calculated AP values (Willams and Louie,
1988; Williams et al., 1995b), although greater sensitivity cannot be ruled out for all
cases.

In the accelerated dispersal cases, Revalues are not given because flashing RPV
water, not blowdown steam, was assumed to drive dispersal of the debris.

Table 2-3
Timing and Coherence Information for Debris, Steam, and Water Sources

RCS
Scenari

0

5
5
5

5

6
6
6

6

6

Correl.

N6338
Std.
Std.

—

N6338
Std.
Std.

—

—

Wate
r

H)
0
0

1000
0

7500
0
0
0

1000
0

1000
0

1000
0

Comments

Reduced water case

Accelerated dispersal

Std. Water
Prescription*
Accelerated dispersal

Accelerated dispersal,
reduced coherence

RT

0.602
0.448
0.448

—

1.63
1.12
1.12

5.22
4.02
4.02

1.41

9.34
6.46
6.46

1.41

1.41

fcoh

Steam

0.437
0.351
0.351

0.0

0.764
0.642
0.642

<0.05

<0.05

Water

—
—
1.0

0.27

—
—
1.0

1.0

0.25
*In the standard prescription, water is introduced in parallel with the debris sources and
the fraction of the water that participates is varied. The prescription was defined
primarily for co-dispersed cavity water.

was assumed to drive dispersal of the debris. There is little or no overlap between the
debris dispersal and the steam blowdown in these instances, and the effective coherence
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with blowdown steam is small or zero. For Scenario 6, the accelerated dispersal time
was comparable to the estimated time required to eject toe 10000kg of water from the
vessel; hence, the coherence between debris and water was assumed to be large in this
case. An run to examine sensitivity to this issue. In Scenario 5, the time required to eject
the 75000 kg of water is long compared with the accelerated dispersal time and
coherence is therefore relatively low.

RPV Insulation. Prior to the SNL/IET-11 experiment (Blanchat et al., 1994),
it had been suggested that the insulation surrounding the RPV might crumple up and
jam in the annular gap surrounding the RPV, thereby preventing transport of debris to
the containment dome via this path. In IET-11, however, it was found that the
insulation was almost totally removed from the annular gap, completely opening it up.
Furthermore, most of the insulation appeared to have been removed by ablation (i.e.,
melting) rather than mechanical stripping. Hence the insulation is expected interact
with blowdown steam and/or the containment atmosphere much as does the steel in the
melt ejected from the RPV. Blanchat et al. (1994) note that the insulation may have
contributed do hydrogen production in IET-11.

In the standard input prescription defined by Williams et al. (1995), it was
assumed that insulation from the lower part of the vessel would mix with debris churned
up in the cavity, while insulation from the upper part of the vessel sides would mix with
debris already committed to exiting via the annular gap. Hence, in the standard
prescription, half the insulation is added to the debris as it is introduced into the cavity
atmosphere and half is added to the debris that enters the dome via the annular gap.
CONTAIN analyses of this experiment with the insulation included in this manner gave
better agreement with experiment for both AP and H2 production than did otherwise
identical analyses not including the insulation.

A similar treatment was recommended for PWR large dry containment analysis.
However, in ice condenser plants, the RPV gap was does not communicate to the dome;
it communicates only to a relatively constricted volume located above the RPV and
below the deck separating the upper and lower compartments. In the CONTAIN deck,
the volume is included as part of Cell 2. In reality, there are only limited connections
with the main volume of Cell 2, and the volume involved is only a small fraction of the
total volume of Cell 2. Hence it was judged that including the insulation from the
upper part of the vessel would be overly conservative.

In our best-estimate calculations, therefore, only the half of the insulation
added to debris in the cavity is included in the present calculations. In addition, for
Scenario V cases in which the 75000 kg of co-ejected water was included, it was judged
likely that the water could prevent most of the insulation from being melted. Hence
insulation was not included at all in these analyses. Because the RPV insulation has
been neglected in most past DCH analyses, a number of sensitivity cases including no
insulation have also been performed even for Scenario 6 and for Scenario 5 analyses not
including large amounts of water. It should be kept in mind that these cases are
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potentially nonconservative, relative to what is considered to be the best estimate.

The estimates of insulation mass used in the initial phase of this study (5340
kg) were derived by scaling to the mass cited for Surry (4500 kg) in Blanchat et al.,
1994. The basis for scaling was the estimated RPV surface area ratio. However, it
was subsequently recognized that the estimate cited for Surry corresponded to the entire
vessel surface, including the upper head. It seems unlikely that insulation above the
vessel flange can and mix with debris. Using an areal density estimate of 4.2 lb/ft2

obtained from a vendor, the mass of insulation below the flange was recalculated.
Both the original and the revised estimates are tabulated in Table 2-2. Calculations
performed using the original estimate were not rerun, but they are identified where
results are presented in Section 3. The values given in Table 2-2 refer to the total
masses and the values actually input to the code are therefore half the tabulated values.

Other DCH Modeling Input. Other models important to DCH are those
controlling heat transfer from airborne and nonairborne debris with steam and gas,
chemical reactions of airborne and nonairborne debris, debris transport, and debris de-
entrainment by interactions with structures (trapping). No modifications to the
standard input prescription were required for these models and the details need not be
repeated here; the exact values used may be obtained from the input deck listing in
Appendix A.

2.7 Perspectives on Containment Fragilities

It is not intended that the present work be used to estimate conditional
containment failure probabilities (CCFP), but it would be somewhat fatuous to assert
that one should not be interested in comparing loads calculated here with the estimated
containment failure pressures. In Table 2-4, the absolute containment pressure (in
MPa) corresponding to 1% and 10% failure probability in the various ice condenser
containments is given. These values are designated PooIand Po.i, respectively. Also
given is the difference Poi-Po.oi- This quantity is of interest because it represents the
margin implied by using a CCFP of 0.01 in screening analyses. Among other things,
this margin is intended to provide an allowance for residual modeling uncertainties in
the loads calculations used in the screening analysis. Hence, any modeling uncertainty
greater than Po.i-Pooi is potentially of interest. The data in Table 3-1 are taken from
Appendix D of NUREG/CR-6338, which in turn in based upon the IPE evaluations of
fragility.

The margins Po.i-Po.oi in the ice condenser containments are smaller than is the
case for many large dry containments. In Zion and Surry, for example, this margin is
0.142 MPa and 0.135 MPa, respectively. The especially low value (0.043 MPa) for
Sequoyah in Table 2-4 is worth noting.
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Table 2-4
Ice Condenser Containment Fragility Measures

- Fragility Measures (MPa absoluste)

Poo.*

Catawbal&2 II 0.518
D.C.Cook 1 & 2 || 0.353
McGuire 1 & 2
Sequoyah 1 & 2
Watts Bar 1 & 2

0.489
0.482
0.489

Po.i*

0.588
0.412
0.545
0.525
0.586

Po.i-Po.oi

0.070
0.059
0.066
0.043
0.097

* Absolute pressures at which estimated containment failure probabilities are 0.01 and
0.1, respectively

If these fragility measures are compared with loads calculated in Section 3, it
must be remembered that the melt masses assumed correspond to 99th percentile of the
distributions assumed in NUREG/CR-6338. Failure to allow for this fact could yield
excessively pessimistic conclusions.

3. Results of the CONTAIN Calculations

We consider first the initial conditions for DCH and the containment
pressurization expected from blowdown alone. We next provide reference calculations
with input assumptions comparable to those used in TCE/LHS, insofar as this is
practicable. In Section 3.3, we then present analyses of scenarios in which igniters do
not operate, which are relatively simple in the sense that they are dominated by
combustion of the pre-existing hydrogen. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5, we present
additional analyses for RCS Scenarios 6 and 5, respectively. Scenario 6 was analyzed
prior to Scenario 5, primarily because it was desired to start with the case for which
complications associated with large amounts of co-ejected water were not as severe.

3.1 Initial Conditions and AP from Blowdown

3.1.1 Containment Initial Conditions for DCH

Initial conditions for DCH are tabulated in Table 3-1. These are the conditions that
CONTAIN calculated to exist at the time of vessel breach for the various containment
scenarios described in Section 2.5. The quantities tabulated are the containment
pressure; the number of kmoles (1 kmole = 1000 g-moles) of steam and of the gases
N2, O2, and H2; the total number of atmosphere kmoles; the kmoles of hydrogen burned
prior to VB; and the fraction of the initial ice inventory that remains unmelted at VB.
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Table 3-1
Containment Conditions at Vessel Breach

Parameter

Pressure, Po (MPa)
Atmosphere
(kmoles)

Steam
N2

O2

H2

Total
H2 Burned

Ice Fraction
Unmelted

—Containment Scenario—
5,6

0.1819

732.9

1046.0
150.6
74.9

2004.4
223.1
0.351

(5,6)*

0.1402

358.1

1046.0
153.2
80.1

1637.4
217.9
0.136

5a,6a

0.1707

584.2

1046.0
150.3
74.3

1 1854.8
223.6
0.0

5a',6a'

0.1016

58.1

1046.0
146.7

f 67.1
1 1317.9

230.0
0.159

5b,6b

0.1856

451.7

1046.0
262.2
298.0

2057.9
0

0.0

5b',6b'

0.1264

52.3

1046.0
262.2

1 298.0
1 1658.5

0
0.219

* Variation of Scenarios 5 and 6 with deck leakage reduced to 10% of FSAR value.

From the table, it is evident that, in the scenarios that include operating igniters, almost
half the initial oxygen inventory (262.15 kmoles) has been consumed prior to VB.
This reduction in oxygen inventory helps to reduce the role played by hydrogen
combustion in some of the DCH calculations.

For the scenarios with operating igniters, there is not much variation in the amount of
hydrogen remaining undurned, and the principal variations are in the pressure (Po) and
in the amount of steam. Scenarios 5b and 6b, of course, have considerably more
oxygen and much more hydrogen present at VB than do the others. The numbers in
the table give only the total gas inventories and ignore differences in distribution. As
would be expected, the distribution in much less uniform for the cases without ARFs,
with steam mole fractions in lower compartment exceeding 60% at the time of VB.

In Scenario 6, the effect of reducing the deck leakage is significant, with there being less
steam and lower containment pressures at VB in this case. There is also less ice
remaining at VB, since more of the steam is forced to flow through the ice condenser in
this case.

3.1.2 Pressurization from Blowdown Alone

Because the containment volume is small in ice condenser plants, the pressurization that
can result from RCS blowdown alone is significant if there is no ice, or if the "small
dry" approximation is being used. It is of interest, therefore, to estimate this
component of the total pressurization that occurs following VB. The containment
response to the blowdown was therefore evaluated for the various RCS initial conditions
of interest in this work. No ice was included in the calculations. For the sake of
convenience, the blowdown calculations were performed at time zero, not for the
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conditions existing at VB. This means that the heat sink structures were unheated at
the start of blowdown, maximizing the mitigating effect the blowdown. In order to
bound on this effect, calculations were also performed with all atmosphere-structure
heat transfer turned off.

The calculations performed at time zero (i.e., with unheated heat sink structures )
actually do provide a reasonable approximation for the containment conditions at VB
for Scenarios 5a', 5b', 6a', and 6b' since the combination of operating ARFs and ice
remaining until VB keeps the containment cool in these cases. For the other cases, the
structures would be warmer. Two cases were calculated for the containment
conditions existing at VB in containment Scenario 6 (standard deck leakage assumed).

Results are summarized in Table 3-2. The following points may be noted;

• Flashing of RPV water adds significantly to the blowdown pressurization in
scenario 5, with a substantial increase resulting if the water is close to saturation.

• RPV water does not increase the blowdown AP for Scenario 6; in fact, a slight
decrease results. The reason is that the RCS temperatures are initially relatively
high (1000 K) in Scenario 6, and the blowdown heats the containment as well as
adding steam to the atmosphere. Flashing of the RPV water does add additional
steam, but this effect is counterbalanced by cooling owing to the water that does not
flash.

• The AP values calculated when the heat sinks are included is about 70-80% of the
adiabatic values.

• Evaluating the blowdown with the heat sinks conditioned as they were in
containment Scenario 6 increased the calculated pressurization slightly, but the
effect was small.

Table 3-2
Containment Pressurization from Blowdown Alone

RCS
Scenario

5
5
5
6
6
6
6

Containment
Conditions

t = Os
t = Os
t = Os
t = Os

Seen. 5,6
t = Os

Seen.5,6

—RPV Water-
Mass
(kg)

0
75000
75000

o
jo

10000
10000

Temperature
(K)
—

520
620
—

568
1" 568

Containment AP (MPa)
Heat Sinks
Included

0.1262
0.1662
0.2645
0.0665
0.0737
0.0636
0.0729

Adiabatic

0.1771
0.2115
0.328
0.0940

0.0761
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3.2 Reference Case Calculations for Comparison with TCE/LHS

CONTAIN point calculations were performed in order to assist in
benchmarking TCE/LHS in the "small dry " approximation; i.e., neglecting ice in the ice
condenser. These calculations will be referred to here as the "reference cases".
TCE/LHS does not model either RPV insulation or co-ejected water. It must be
remembered that the best estimate CONTAIN assumptions are that the insulation and
co-ejected water do participate in some degree and hence the reference cases are
potentially nonconservative with respect to a best estimate. (It does not, of course,
follow that the corresponding TCE/LHS calculations are necessarily nonconservative.)
Possible effects of ice, insulation, and co-ejected water are considered separately, in
Sections 3.4 and 3.5

As was discussed in Section 2, it is recommended that comparisons with
TCE/LHS use the CONTAIN calculations with coherence based upon the CONTAIN
standard prescription because completely equivalent definitions for "coherence " in
CONTAIN and TCE/LHS are not possible. For comparison, several cases were rerun
with coherence based upon the NUREG/CR-6338 formula and these results are
presented here also.

Table 3-3 presents results for all the scenarios for which initial conditions are
identified in Table 3-1, with the exception of Scenarios 5b' and 6b'. Quantities
tabulated include AP, the maximum temperature calculated to occur in the dome, the
amount (in kmoles) of hydrogen left unburned after the DCH event, the amount of
hydrogen produced, and the amount of hydrogen produced by metal-steam reactions.
The hydrogen numbers cited are for 20 s following VB, which is after the peak
containment pressure in all cases. The maximum temperature calculated in the dome
is reported because it is of interest in assessing whether the modeling of pre-existing
hydrogen is reasonable. Several points may be noted in connection with the tabulated
results:

• Severe loads are obviously calculated for the scenarios without igniters (5b and 6b).

• Calculated AP values are very similar for Scenarios 5 and 5a, and for 6 and 6a.
This also includes the variant of Scenario 6 in which the deck leakage is reduced a
factor of 10 below the FSAR values.

• For Scenarios 5a' and, especially, 6a', the calculated AP values are considerably
less. The reason is that the reduced initial atmosphere inventory in Scenarios 5a'
and 6a' mean that there is a smaller atmospheric heat sink available to be heated in
the subcompartment, and temperatures are higher for a given energy transfer which
results in more rapid energy transfer to structures. Inspection of the detailed code
output showed that, in Scenario 6a', energy remaining in trapped debris and energy
transferred from the atmosphere to structures were both higher than in Scenario 6;
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hence, the net energy residing in the gas at any one time was smaller in 6a'.

Dome temperatures do not approach the presumed BSR threshold of 950 K, and
combustion of pre-existing hydrogen played little role in the calculations, except for
5b and 6b.

There is substantial unburned hydrogen remaining after the event. This includes
not only pre-existing hydrogen (except in 5b and 6b) but also over half the DCH-
produced hydrogen remains unburned. One reason is that the lower compartment
quickly becomes oxygen-starved. There is substantial hold-up of hydrogen in the
lower compartment in Scenario 6, where the amounts of blowdown steam are
insufficient to flush most of the hydrogen to the dome, which contains the
remaining oxygen supply. In Scenario 5, the ration of diluent/combustible
generally exceeded the presumed inerting threshold (9.0) in the DFB model; hence,
most hydrogen entering the dome was not calculated to burn.

The debris fraction transported to the dome (not tabulated )was less than 0.01 in all
cases; hence, dome transport did not contributed to pressurization in the
calculations and debris quantities entering the dome are unlikely to be large enough
to significantly alter hydrogen combustion behavior, other than to assure multiple
ignition sources.

Table 3-3
Reference Calculations for Comparison with TCE/LHS

Scenario

5
5a
5a
5a'
5b
6
6
6*
6a
6a
6a'
6a'
6b
6b

Coherence

Std.
Std.

N6338
Std.
Std.
Std.

N6338
Std.
Std.

N6338
Std.

N6338
Std.

N6338

AP
(MPa)

0.476
0.462
0.466
0.380
0.940
0.404
0.387
0.384
0.361
0.347
0.234
0.232
0.821
0.788

Tmax(dome
)

(K)

743
741
736
787
1658
718
697
757
673
651
616
609
1605
1601

Hydrogen Data (kmoles)
Remaining

131.7
120.2
120.4
101.6
30.6
156.3
169.9
170.6
158.6
161.8
149.5
150.0
80.4
80.9

Burned

34.5
35.4
35.2
46.9
348.7
52.2
48.6
43.1
49.4
46.0
51.2
50.7

351.2
350.6

Produced

81.3
81.3
81.2
81.3
81.3
133.5
133.6
133.6
133.6
133.8
133.6
133.6
133.6
133.6

* Variant of Scenario 6 with deck leakage reduced a factor often.
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The above statements should not be overgeneralized; as given, they are
intended to apply only to the reference cases.

One other feature of some of the calculations should be mentioned at this point.
Scenario 6 reference case pressure-time histories for the lower and upper compartments
are plotted in Figure 3-1. At early times in the DCH event, the pressures in the two
compartments are nearly equal. However, at later times, the lower compartment cools
more rapidly than the upper compartment, in part because the lower compartment is
initially hotter and in part because it has a considerably higher surface/volume ratio
available for heat transfer. As the lower compartment pressure falls below the upper
compartment pressure, the lower plenum doors close, permitting large pressure
differentials to develop. A number of other calculations exhibited similar behavior.

It is possible that the lower plenum doors would not reclose, if the hinges are
crushed as a result of the initial flow surge associated with the onset of the DCH event.
If the doors do reclose, structural failure of some type might preclude development of
such large reverse pressures. The nature of any such failure, and whether it poses a
potential threat to containment integrity, has not been assessed in this work.

3.3 Scenarios without Igniters

Scenarios 5 a and 5 b results in Table 3-3 obviously represent severe loads, and
DCH is unlikely to be favorably resolved for these scenarios if important mitigating
effects cannot be identified. We briefly consider this possibility in the present section.
We also consider the loads associated with hydrogen combustion alone. Some cases
were run with the CONTAIN default flame speed correlation for deflagrations instead of
the DCH standard prescription values; however, for the high hydrogen concentrations
involved, the default flame speeds are generally as high as, or higher than, the DCH
prescription.

Some results are summarized in Table 3-4. Cases 5b-l and 6b-l are the
reference cases for these scenarios, given in Table 3-3. In Case 5b-2, 50% of the ice
was artificially restored to the ice condensor, in order to investigate how much
mitigation the ice condenser might provide. Although the loads are reduced, the
resulting containment pressurization is still severe.

Case 5b-2 is unrealistic in the sense that the initial conditions are those of
Scenario 5b, which are not appropriate for a scenario in which ARFs operate and ice
remains at vessel breach. Case 6b'-2 was run with the initial conditions of Scenario
6b' and, in addition, the ice remaining at VB was artificially increased to 50%. Finally.
Case 6b-3 was run (with the Scenario 6b initial conditions) with HPME completely
omitted; only the blowdown was modeled, in addition to the hydrogen burns.
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Table 3-4
Cases Without Igniters

Cas
e

5b-1
5b-2
6b-1
6b'-
2

6b-3

Description

Reference case
50% ice restored
Reference case
Scenario 6b'
50% ice
restored*
No HPME*

AP
(MPa)

0.940
0.628
0.821
0.652

0.656

Tmax(dome
)

(K)

1840
1627
1605
1914

1640

Hydrogen Data (kmoles)
Remainin

g
30.6
45.0
80.4
68.7

1.4

Burned

348.7
334.3
351.2
362.8

296.7

Produced

81.3
81.3
133.6
133.6

0
*Run with default flame speed, which actually exceeds the standard DCH value. All
cases probably should have used the default values, but the point is of no practical
significance.

The cases with ice in the ice condenser are actually rather similar to the case
with no HPME at all (which was, however, run without ice). The dominant contribution
to the loads is hydrogen combustion in these scenarios. Among other things, this
means the fact that these cases were run with a large melt mass is not very significant in
interpreting these results, because even a minimal melt mass will yield at least the
hydrogen combustion pressurization, which is itself large. However, the SR5
calculations used to define hydrogen sources to the containment may be higher than
median or best-estimate values.

At vessel breach, hydrogen concentrations are 14-15% in Scenario 5b and 6b.
and 18-19% in Scenarios 5b' and 6b'. These concentrations are within the range for
which dynamic loading associated with large-scale accelerated flames or even
detonations can occur. Given the large concentrations of hydrogen combustion threats
do not require HPME to occur; hence they are considered to be an issue separate from
DCH and will not be considered further here.

3.4 Scenario 6 With Igniters Operating

The ice condenser analysis has required consideration of several containment
scenarios for each RCS scenario, and addressing DCH-related loading issues in detail
for all combinations would be prohibitive. Hence a number of exploratory calculations
were performed to determine what is potentially important and which scenarios need not
be considered in detail. It was found that Scenarios 6 and 6a generally responded
similarly, while Scenario 6a' revealed distinct differences. Hence only Scenarios 6 and
6a' are considered in any detail, and Scenario 6a may be assumed to be similar to
Scenario 6. The variant of Scenario 6 in which deck leakage is reduced is also
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believed to respond to DCH similarly to Scenario 6, although only a single calculation
(see Table 3-3) has been performed for this case.

Not all the calculations that have been performed will be discussed here.
Table 3-5 summarizes the results of greatest interest. Cases are numbered for ease of
reference. In the text, the case number is preceded by the scenario when necessary for
clarity; e.g., Case 6a'-3. Following the case number, the next three columns indicate
whether RPV insulation was included, the mass of co-ejected water included (if any),
the fraction of the original inventory of ice assumed to be present at VB, and any other
variations. Blank entries in the table indicated cases that were not run.

We consider first the "small dry" approximation in which no credit is given for
ice in the ice condenser. Although no effort is made to bound the loads in the "small
dry" analyses, some reasonably severe cases are identified, partly in order to test the
potential of the ice condenser to mitigate DCH loads under a range of conditions.
Using the insights obtained concerning the major factors that might affect the loads, we
then consider cases with ice the show, for the range of conditions considered here,
postulating that the ice condenser remains effective at vessel breach can result in a high
degree of mitigation, even for cases with relatively high loads in the "small dry"
approximation. Note, however, that the cases with ice do not apply for Scenario 6a, in
which ice is completely exhausted prior to VB

3.4.1 "Small Dry" Approximation

Potential Effects of Co-Ejected Water. In Case 2, co-ejected RPV water was
included, using the standard prescription for coherence. An enhancement in AP of
about 0.2 MPa results for Scenario 6, and an enhancement of over 0.3 MPa results for
Scenario 6a'. Since there are may uncertainties involved in modeling DCH scenarios
involving water, these results may best be thought of as representing the potential
effects of co-ejected water if efficient interactions with debris do occur, rather than
representing a prediction of what will actually happen. Several sensitivity cases were
run to investigate how sensitive this enhancement is to the specific assumptions made in
case 2.

One of the most important of the uncertainties involved is the coherence
between debris, water, and blowdown steam, as this is a major factor controlling how
much interaction with debris can actually occur. Case 3 was run with the accelerated
debris dispersal assumption (see Section 2.6.3 and Table 2-3), which almost eliminates
debris coherence with blowdown steam although the coherence with water is still high.
There is little change with respect to the standard case. Case 4 was run with the
reduced coherence assumption of Section 2.6.3, in which there is little coherence with
steam and coherence of debris dispersal with water is only 25%. The effect of the
water is reduced appreciably, but it is still substantial, relative to the reference case.

The decrease in AP in Case 4 relative to Case 3 is considerably larger for
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Scenario 6a' than for Scenario 6. However, in Cases 6a'-2 and Cases 6a'-3, the
maximum dome temperatures show that BSR initiated in the dome, while peak
temperatures dropped below the presumed BSR threshold of 950 K in Case 6a'-4. Part
of the decrease in this case is due to the failure to initiate BSR; sensitivity to this issue is
briefly considered later in this section.

Case 5 was run with a low water temperature (320 K, as might exist in the
cavity); results indicate that the calculation is not very sensitive to water temperature.
Assuming 5000 kg of water interacts, with the rest of the water not included in the
calculation at all, also reduces the pressurization but it is still significantly above the
reference case.

It is worth considering the reasons for the calculated effects. In RCS Scenario
6, the mass of steam in the vessel is relatively low, 6090 kg; considering only the
coherent blowdown steam, the debris/steam heat capacity ratio, i|/, is fairly high, about 4.
The energy required to vaporize that portion of the water which does not flash is small
compared with the total energy available, and the increased steam supply much more
than compensates for this energy. Inspection of the detailed code output showed that
less energy remained in the debris in the cases with water and, in addition, less energy
was transferred from the atmosphere to the structures, because the increased steam
supply implies that lower gas temperatures result from the same amount of sensible heat
transfer to the gas.

Again, it is to be remembered that the effects calculated here for co-ejected
water should not be viewed as definite predictions, because a detailed mechanistic
model for predicting how much water will actually interact with the debris is not
available. The results do show that significant effects are calculated for a considerable
range of assumptions concerning interaction timing and debris-water coherence.

RPV Insulation. Comparison of Case 6-1 with Case 6-8, and Case 6-7 with
Case 6-3, indicates that the insulation is not a major factor contributing to the calculated
containment pressurization. Although there is a significant increase in the hydrogen
produced, most of the additional hydrogen does not have an opportunity to burn. Some
calculations not reported here showed somewhat larger effects of the insulation (up to
0.03 MPa) If all the additional hydrogen produced could burn adiabatically, the
increase in AP would be about 0.075 for the cases with the corrected insulation mass.
None of the calculations closely approached this value. The overall behavior indicates
that the insulation is not likely to be a major effect. One reason is that it is difficult for
the extra hydrogen produced to find oxygen in time to burn on DCH time scales.

Completeness of Reaction. The calculated results for hydrogen production
show little variation except for cases with different amounts of insulation participating,
principally because virtually all the metal was calculated to react in most cases. The
reason is that the standard input prescription assumes that the turbulence of the DCH
event keeps the debris well-mixed. Williams (1992) cites evidence supporting this
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treatment. With this assumption, chemical reaction rates are assumed to be limited
only by gas-phase mass transport rates. Analyses of the DCH experiments using this
assumption generally yielded good results (Williams et.al., 1995b).

The well mixed assumption, combined with the assumption that there are no
drop-side reaction rate limits, result in very rapid reaction of the metal when the
amounts of metal are small, because the full surface area of the debris is credited, no
matter how small the metal content. This tendency can be increased further because
the CONTAIN model, as used here, will mix aged debris that contains no metal with
fresh debris that still contains metal, which can exaggerate the surface area of the debris.
CONTAIN includes a feature that permits separating the debris into time-resolved
groups, such that debris introduced at early times is kept in fields separate from the
debris introduced later. Running a case similar to the Scenario 6a reference case with
30 time-resolved groups affected the parameters of interest (AP, hydrogen production)
by less than 1%, relative to an equivalent calculation without time resolution. It is
possible, however, that 30 groups is insufficient to completely suppress the effect.
Since even 30 groups results in a prohibitively slow calculation, this effect was not
investigated further. It is planned to improve the efficiency of this feature in a future
code release.

A more extreme limitation to reaction rates results if drop-side reaction rate
limits are imposed (Baker, 1986). Case 6-9 was run with drop-side reaction rate
controlled by an assumed drop diffusivity, Dd, of 10"8m2/s. This value is appropriate
for the materials and temperatures of interest if the drops are completely stagnant
(Williams et al.,1987). Comparison with Case 6-2 shows a reduction in hydrogen
production of 44%, and AP is reduced by almost 0.06 MPa. While this reduction is not
trivial, it does not represent a dominant effect. More importantly, Case 8 almost
certainly overpredicts any possible impact of drop-side reaction rate limits, even as a
bound. Analysis of the SNL/IET-1R and SNL/IET-3 experiments with Dd=10-8m2/s
underpredicts hydrogen production by more than a factor of two and, in SNL/IET-3
(where the hydrogen could burn), it underpredicts AP by about 35%. Clearly, there
can be no justification in the CONTAIN validation base for imposing drop-side reaction
rate limits this large. It is concluded, therefore, that any tendency of CONTAIN to
overpredict the extent of reaction in these calculations has at most a minor effect upon
the results and it will not be considered further.

Hydrogen Combustion in the Dome. Since these scenarios postulate
operational igniters prior to VB, dome hydrogen concentrations are generally below the
deflagration flammability limits at the time of DCH initiation. Combustion in the
dome is therefore limited principally to the BSR model in the CONTAIN calculations.
Dome temperatures exceeded the presumed BSR threshold of 950 K in Cases 6a'-2 and
6a'-3, and combustion of pre-existing hydrogen in the dome contributed to the
calculated loads. Since hydrogen behavior under these conditions is uncertain, Case
6a'-10 was run with BSR suppressed in the dome. Comparison with Case 6a'-3 shows
that the calculated AP is reduced by about 0.04 MPa. The amount of hydrogen burned
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is reduced by about 60 kmoles, which could result in a much larger difference, almost
0.15MPa, if the hydrogen were assumed to burn adiabatically. The reason is that the
fractional burn rate in this calculation (0.185 s'1) results in burn times considerable
longer than the debris dispersal interval (1.41 s), which permits substantial mitigation by
heat transfer. This burn rate is, of course, quite uncertain. None of the Scenario 6
cases initiate BSR in the dome, although some come within 50 K of the presumed
threshold.

Substantial uncertainties can exist (in either direction) in the present treatment
of combustion in the dome. If the dome is truly well-stratified, pre-existing hydrogen
below the mixing interface may be almost immune to combustion, even if the
temperatures calculated by CONTAIN for a single well-mixed dome cell become very
high. On the other hand, questions also exist as to whether the argument that
stratification inhibits combustion of pre-existing hydrogen will always be valid. For
example, in the accelerated dispersal cases, flow velocities of 50-100m/s arise at the
entrance to the dome during the initial pressurization period. The resulting turbulence
may prevent the presumed stratification from developing. In addition, flammability
limits for deflagrations become broader as temperatures rise, something the CONTAIN
model does not take into account.

Application of the stratification stability correlations given in Pilchl et al.
(1994b) might provide some insights as to whether stratification should be presumed for
all cases in the ice condenser analysis. In addition, application of the temperature-
dependent flammability correlations given there might provide additional guidance as to
whether deflagrations could occur in the dome as it heats and pressurizes. However,
further investigation of these issues is not considered necessary for the present study
because the goals of this work to not include a full quantification of uncertainties, and
the major conclusions that can be drawn from the work are not sensitive to whether one
does or does not assume that the suppression of hydrogen combustion in the dome will
always apply. Hence the issue will not be considered further here.

Nonairborne Debris. Williams et al. (1995) acknowledged substantial
uncertainties in the modeling of nonairborne debris interactions and recommended
supplementing the standard prescription calculations with sensitivity studies designed to
illustrate the possible uncertainty range. The recommended cases were to eliminate the
nonairborne model completely to provide a lower bound, and to consider a conservative
case in which the nonairborne model is applied as it was in the 1/10-scale experiments,
without taking credit for the scaling rationale that was developed for NPP analysis.

Limited investigation of the sensitivity to uncertainties in the nonairborne
model was performed for Scenario 6a (not 6a'). For the case without water, results
were virtually insensitive to any assumptions concerning nonairborne debris. This
result was unsurprising, since the nonairborne model contributes primarily by permitting
interactions to occur with the noncoherent portion of the blowdown, and most of the
blowdown is coherent in Scenario 6. In the case with co-ejected water, deleting the
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nonairborne model reduced loads by -0.02 MPa. The more conservative case, in
which no credit is taken for scaling, resulted in an increase in AP of about 0.12 MPa;
however, a considerable part of this increase was the result of exceeding the threshold
for BSR in the dome, which did not happen in the standard prescription case. There
was no evidence that uncertainties associated with the nonairborne model could alter
any important findings of the present effort.

Transport to the Dome. Calculated dome carryover fractions were < 1% in
the cases without water and < 2% in the cases with water and the standard coherence.
The high flow rates in the accelerated dispersal cases resulted in carry-over fractions of
5-10%. The debris that did reach the dome had cooled to about 1700 K (accelerated
dispersal case), versus its initial temperature of 2800 K. There can be considerable
uncertainty in the CONTAIN models for debris transport and trapping; with the standard
input prescription, Willams et al. (1995) considered the model more likely to
overestimate dome transport fractions than to underestimate them. All things
considered, transport to the dome is not a major factor controlling containment
pressurization in the calculations and is not likely to be very important in reality.
Uncertainties in the calculated loads resulting from the uncertainties in dome carryover
fractions were considered very unlikely to be large enough to significantly affect the
conclusions to be drawn from this work, and sensitivity studies to evaluate these
uncertainties were not performed.

3.4.2 Potential Mitigation Effects of the Ice Condenser

The DCH calculation in Case 11 in Table 3-5 was run with whatever amount of
ice was calculated to remain at VB, which was about 35% in Scenario 6 and about 16%
in Scenario 6a'. No water was included in these cases. The calculated loads are very
mild. There is no significant threat to containment integrity.

The amount of ice left at VB determined largely by the steam and water sources
input to the containment. Section 2.3 noted that the SR5 sources used here may not be
representative of all the scenarios of potential interest here; indeed, the SR5 sources are
not fully consistent with a DCH event occurring at all, since the scenario analyzed with
SR5 included full primary system depressurization as the result of a hot leg failure.
The major purpose of the present study is to ascertain whether the ice condenser has the
potential to mitigate DCH across a wide spectrum of possible scenarios. It was not
desired to have this judgment contingent upon the exact amount of ice remaining at
vessel breach for the particular SR5 sources used in the calculation. Hence, other
calculations were performed assuming 50% of the ice would remain. This may be
optimistic for some cases of possible interest. However, this is not of concern when
the intent is only to determine whether a potential for important mitigation does exist
provided the amount of ice assumed is within the range of interest, which is the case
here (Gregory et al., 1990). There is, of course, no expectation that the present study
alone can "resolve" DCH for scenarios in which ice is available in the ice condenser.
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Table 3-5

Summary of Scenario 6 and Scenario 6a' Results

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

lnsul.

N

Y*

Y

Y

Y*

Y*

N

Y*

Y*

Y

N

Y*

Y

Water

0

10000

10000

10000

10000

5000

10000

0

10000

10000

0

10000

10000

Coh.

Std.

Std.

Accel.

Accel.

Std.

Std.

Accel.

Std.

Std.

Accel.

N6338

Std.

Accel.

Comments

Reference Case

Reduced coherence

Twller = 320K

Dd=10"8rn2/s

No dome BSR

35.1%, 15.9% ice**

50% ice

50% ice

Scenario 6

AP

(MPa)

0.404

0.605

0.613

0.558

0.556

0.516

0.595

0.405

0.547

—

0.118

0.154

0.193

'max

(K)

718

867

914

902

817

809

885

731

782

...

458

502

549

H2 (kmoles)

Burn

52.2

55.0

65.1

71.4

52.9

52.6

47.9

57.0

32.1

...

42.9

46.9

60.0

Prod.

133.6

179.8

161.3

157.3

179.5

179.0

130.5

182.0

100.1

.. .

133.6

179.8

161.2

Scenario 6a'

AP

(MPa)

0.2335

0.550

0.555

0.418

.. .

. . .

. . .

. . .

„ ,

0.513

0.130

0.150

0.206

' max

(K)

616

1095

1153

923

-_

. . .

—-

—

.. .

1019

454

487

607

H2 (kmoles)

Burn

51.2

128.9

128.3

79.3

mmm

. . .

—

mmm

69.2

46.5

58.2

68.8

Prod.

133.6

179.7

161.2

156.2

—«.

™

. . .

- • -

161.2

133.6

179.7

161.0

*Run with the original estimate of insulation mass; cases without asterisk were run with the corrected mass. See Section 2.6.3

**Fraction of ice calculated to be left in Scenario 6 and 6a', respectively.



For both Scenario 6 and Scenario 6a', the two most threatening cases in the "small dry"
approximation were Cases 2 and 3. In addition, Case 3 is also of potential interest
because it might be supposed that the high flow rates associated with the accelerated
dispersal cases could reduce the effectiveness of the ice condenser.

Cases 12 and 13 are analogous to Cases 2 and 3, respectively, except for the
assumption that 50% ice remains at VB. The resulting events are relatively innocuous.
The accelerated dispersal case does enhance loads somewhat but even it represents a
minimal threat. For example, if the initial pressures form Table 3-1 are added to the
indicated AP, only for Case 6-13 in the D. C. Cook containment is the 1% CCFP
pressure exceeded, and even for D. C. Cook, the 10% CCFP pressure is not exceeded.
For all other combinations of cases and plants, the 1% CCFP pressure is not equaled or
exceeded. In assessing the significance of this result, it is worth recalling that all
calculations were performed for a melt mass corresponding to the 99th percentile of the
NUREG/CR-6338 uncertainty distributions.

An interesting point is that steam stripping results in high hydrogen
concentrations developing in the ice con denser. Ice condenser gas compositions
during and immediately after DCH are shown for Case 6a'-13 in Figure 3-2. Hydrogen
concentration reach 40% at one point. The ice condenser is inerted at this time and no
immediate combustion threat exists. If oxygen-bearing gases from the dome mix in
with the hydrogen-rich ice condenser atmosphere, it is possible that mixtures capable of
supporting accelerated flames and/or detonations might develop. The rate of mixing
cannot be inferred from the present results because the plant model used possesses
insufficient detail to address gas mixing problems. In the present scenario, the dome
oxygen concentrations are only -10% and it is possible that the locus of composition
states achievable as the gases mix would never pass through a dangerous regime.
However, the fact that the SR5 sources used here involve hydrogen production at the
high end of the uncertainty distributions for in-vessel zirconium oxidation is
nonconservative in the present context; that is, with less hydrogen entering the
containment, less oxygen would be consumed prior to VB. (To a certain extent,
similar considerations apply to all the "small dry" approximation DCH calculations,
except for the scenarios with no igniters prior to VB.)

Since the most threatening of the "small dry" scenarios are rendered relatively
nonthreatening when the ice condenser is included, there is little need to consider
additional sensitivity cases involving DCH-related phenomena. There are, of course,
uncertainties involved in the CONTAIN model for the ice condenser. Performing
sensitivity studies on the ice condenser model may prove useful as part of a broader
effort to assess the validity of the modeling. It is not, however, needed for the present
goal of establishing that the potential for effective mitigation does indeed exist for a
considerable range of DCH scenarios.
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3.5 Scenario 5 with Igniters Operating

Many of the issues discussed in connection with Scenario 6 apply to Scenario 5
also, and the discussion can be shorter than was the discussion of Scenario 6. We first
consider a number of cases analogous to those considered in Scenario 6, in which either
no co-ejected water is modeled or else in which only a small amount (i.e., 10000 kg) is
included. The possible effects of the full 75000 kg of water postulated to be present in
Scenario 5 and then considered. Finally, we consider the potential for the ice
condenser to mitigate DCH in Scenario 5.

We acknowledge that here is no mechanistic justification for the cases with the
smaller amount of water, or with no water; the 75000 kg of water overlying the vessel is
obviously going to be ejected with and/or immediately after the debris and it must be
considered. However, calculations not including the full amount of water provide
insights into other differences (as well as similarities) between scenarios 5 and 6 and
provide a basis for comparison with TCE/LHS. In addition, calculations involving
large amounts of water may be especially uncertain, to say nothing of being potentially
controversial, and cases involving more familiar DCH analyses should be available for
comparison.

Results for scenarios 5 and 5a' are summarized in Table 3-6. Case 1 is the
reference case. Loads are higher than in the analogous RCS Scenario 6 cases, owing to
the larger steam supply in the accumulator. The contribution of the blowdown itself is
larger than in Scenario 6 (see Table 3-2). In addition, the debris/steam heat capacity
ratio, 4, is about 1.45 for Scenario 5, versus about 4.0 for Scenario 6. Even allowing
for the smaller melt mass in Scenario 5, more energy can be transferred to blowdown
steam.

Case 2 was run with the RPV insulation included as described in Section 2.6.3.
The effect is somewhat larger than in Scenario 6, but it is still not a major effect. Note
also that all Scenario 5 cases that include insulation were run with the original
uncorrected mass estimate, which is probably too large.

Case 3 included 10000 kg co-ejected water for comparison with the Scenario 6
analyses. The impact of the water is considerable less for the RCS Scenario 5 cases
(especially in containment Scenario 5); with more atmospheric heat sink available from
the blowdown steam, the potential for the additional steam supplied by the water to
enhance loads is less.

The drop-side reaction rate model was imposed with Dd=10"8m2/s in Case 5-4.
The effect upon AP is small, even though it had a significant impact upon hydrogen
production.

Case 5 was run with 75000 kg of 520 K co-ejected water and the accelerated
dispersal prescription. For Scenario 5, the enhancement over the case without water is
comparable to what might be expected based upon the blowdown pressures alone that
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Table 3-6

Summary of Scenario 5 and Scenario 5 a' Results

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Insul.

N

Y*

Y*

Y*

N

N

N

N

N,Y*

Y*

N

N

Water

0

0

10000

10000

75000

75000

75000

75000

0

10000

75000

75000

Coh.

Std.

Std.

Std.

Std.

Accel.

Accel.

Accel.

Accel.

Std.

Std.

Accel.

Accel.

Comments

Reference Case

Twater = 568K

TW = 568K, D ^ l O W / s

Tw = 520K

Tw = 520K; with 'dropout'

Tw = 620K

Tw = 620K, no dome BSR

1. l%,15.9%**ice

Tw = 568, 50% ice

Tw = 620 K, 50% ice

Tw = 620 K, 25% ice

Scenario 5

AP

(MPa)

0.476

0.5122

0.5536

0.5357

0.5561

0.7170

—

0.1441

0.1439

0.1573

0.2254

<K)

743

802

763

743

739

...

825

—

493

553

H2 (kmoles)

Burn

34.5

55.8

31.5

25.4

26.1

—

25.3

—

41.5

47.8

33.7

36.3

Prod.

81.3

130.5

130.5

71.2

81.2

...

81.3

—

81.3

130.5

81.3

81.3

Scenario 5a'

AP

(MPa)

0.3802

0.3955

0.523

0.5338

0.5378

0.8021

0.6872

0.1386

0.1603

0.1748

...

1 max

(K)

787

828

899

—

865

852

1162

962

485

515

533

H2 (kmoles)

Burn

46.9

58.7

49.2

—

36.8

36.2

116.7

36.0

57.2

56.0

52.1

Prod.

81.3

130.5

130.5

81.3

81.3

81.3

81.9

130.5

130.5

81.3

«...

*Run with the original estimate of insulation mass; cases without asterisk were run with the corrected mass. See Section 2.6.3

••Fraction of ice calculated to be left in Scenario 5 and 5a', respectively.



are given in Table 3-2. There is a larger effect in Scenario 5a'.

Case 5-6 was run to examine the extent of quenching by airborne water in the
CONTAIN calculations. In the cases with water, heat transfer is calculated to supply
sufficient energy to vaporize the water that is introduced during the debris dispersal
period. However, in the cases involving 75000 kg of water, the water source is
assumed to continue longer than the debris dispersal interval. Once debris dispersal is
largely complete, the available energy is not sufficient to vaporize all the water. In the
CONTAIN model, water that does not flash is assumed to condense as a water aerosol.
De-entrainment of airborne water is not modeled in the sense that de-entrainment of
debris is modeled; only the normal CONTAIN aerosol models are available. With the
exception of the model for aerosol removal in the ice condenser, the aerosol models
remove the water aerosol only slowly. There is therefore a potential for the water
aerosol to remain airborne too long, which could cool the containment more than is
realistic and result in calculated loads that are too low.

Case 5-6 was run using the 'dropout' option. When this option is used, water
that cannot be accommodated in the vapor phase is immediately placed in a pool where
it is no longer available for rapid heat transfer with the atmosphere. The postulated
behavior of the water in this case is not realistic; the option is not recommended for
general use. However, it does provide a means of investigation whether there is a
spurious quenching of DCH loads as a result of airborne water not being de-entrained
sufficiently rapidly. In the present instance, specifying 'dropout' made very little
difference. Other calculations (not tabulated) for Scenario 5 using 'dropout' yielded
similar results. Hence it is not believed that any spurious quenching effects are very
important these calculations.

Case 7 was run assuming the water is saturated, T=620 K. (It is recognized
that this case may be excessively conservative; it was run partly to provide a comparison
case for the ice condenser calculations to follow.) Calculated loads are higher,
especially in Case 5a'-7 in which BSR was initiated in the dome. Rerunning this case
with BSR suppressed in the dome (Case 5a'-8) shows that the contribution from BSR
initiation is larger in Scenario 5a' that it was in Scenario 6a'. As a practical matter, the
issue is not very important because calculated loads are high even without BSR in the
dome

With the exception of the case in which BSR occurred in the dome, the effect
of the large amounts of co-ejected water upon AP in the Scenario 5 cases is comparable
to the extra pressurization that the co-ejected water contributes to the pressurization
calculated for blowdown alone. As a first approximation, then, the contribution of the
co-ejected water appears to be an additive contribution associated with water flashing in
these calculations. This situation differs from the Scenario 6 calculations, in which the
water contributed by increasing the atmospheric heat sink available for DCH heat
transfer. In Scenario 5a', the enhanced atmospheric heat sink does contribute some,
but the effect is still considerably smaller than it was in Scenario 6a'.
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Potential Mitigation Effects of the Ice Condenser. In Case 9, the DCH
calculation of the reference case in Table 3-6 was run with whatever amount of ice was
calculated to remain at VB, which was about 35% in Scenario 6 and about 16% in
Scenario 6a'. No water was included in these cases. The calculated loads are very
mild, even for the Scenario 6a' case, for which the ice remaining is small. These cases
do not imply any significant threat to containment integrity.

Case 10 is analogous to Case 3 except that 50% of the ice is assumed to remain
at vessel breach. Again, the ice is highly effective in suppressing containment
pressurization. Case 11 is analogous to Case 7 except for the presence of 50% ice, and
thus provides a severe test of the potential for the ice condenser to mitigate the loads;
the resulting event is still quite mild. Even when the ice inventory is reduced to 25%
(Case 6-12), the calculated loads are only somewhat higher and there is little threat to
containment integrity except, possibly, in the case of the D. C. Cook containment.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The results presented here concerning DCH loads support sorting the various
issues involved in the ice condenser according to a four-level hierarchy, such that the
issues involved at any given level are important only given certain outcomes at the
higher level(s). In descending order, these issues are as follows:

1. Availability of ignition sources prior to vessel breach.

2. Availability and effectiveness of ice in the ice condenser.

3. Loads modeling uncertainties related to co-ejected RPV water.

4. Other loads modeling uncertainties.

We next discuss these issues in a little more detail, and compare their roles in
ice condenser containments and PWR large dry containments.

1. Availability of Ignition Sources Prior to Vessel Breach.

The overriding issue is the availability of igniters or other ignition sources prior
to vessel breach. If hydrogen released to containment is allowed to be accumulated
until VB, the DCH event need do little more than provide the ignition source in order to
produce threatening loads. No other factor identified is capable of providing sufficient
mitigation to reverse this conclusion. The principal qualification there is that the
hydrogen sources assumed in this work are based upon a single SR5 calculation, and the
amount of hydrogen produced in these calculations corresponds to oxidation of 58.8%
of the total core zirconium inventory. This corresponds to the high end of the
distribution for the fraction of zirconium oxidized as given in NUREG/CR-6338; the
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median there is about 40% oxidized. Averaging over the distribution would give a
somewhat lower loads spectrum. It is doubtful, however, that there would be any
major change to the conclusion that the availability of igniters prior to VB is a crucial
issue.

This situation is quite different from that in PWR large dry containments, in
which the question of whether pre-existing hydrogen can burn prior to VB played a
relative minor role in assessing DCH threats. If ESFs are unavailable, flammable
conditions may be unlikely to develop before vessel breach and, even if ESFs are
available, there are no igniters to provide deliberate ignition sources. This issue was
not considered to be sufficiently important to require detailed assessment in
NUREG/CR-6338 and its predecessor documents, and no splinters were defined based
upon this issue. Some consideration was given as to whether hydrogen could
autoignite as it enters the containment from the primary system (Pilch et al., 1994b).

2. Availability and Effectiveness of Ice in the Ice Condenser.

If the hydrogen is burned off prior to vessel breach, the ice condenser
effectiveness becomes the dominant issue controlling DCH loads, by wide margins. If
the ice is available, the ice condenser is calculated to have the potential to mitigate any
of the scenarios (other than 6b and 5b) that have been considered, even if when
assumptions thought to be conservative are made in the loads modeling. No
calculation with ice exceeded the 1% CCFP pressure for and containment other than D.
C. Cook, and even in this case, the 10% failure probability was not exceeded. This fact
is all the more significant when one takes into account that all the calculations were
performed with melt masses corresponding to the 99th percentile of the NUREG/CR-
6338 melt distributions.

It must be remembered, however, that this optimistic picture is contingent upon
resolution of three questions:

• Is sufficient ice remaining at VB to be effective ?
• Even if ice is available, can ice condenser effectiveness be defeated by uneven ice

melting, damage to the ice condenser owing to detonations, etc?
• Is the CONTAIN model for ice condensers valid under the conditions of interest?

(Even for DBAs, there has not been a major effort to validate the CONTAIN ice
condenser model, and there is no data base for validation under DCH conditions.)

It is interesting to compare the current findings with respect to the potential of
the ice condenser to mitigate DCH threats with the results of the earlier study by
Williams and Gregory (1990). In this study, it was found that the the ice condenser
could not prevent the development of threatening loads in many of the scenarios of
interest,, even if it were assumed that igniters were operating prior to VB. In part, this
difference reflects refinements that have been made to CONTAIN's models for DCH
and hydrogen combustion phenomena since that time. At least as important, however.
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is the change in the assumed initial conditions. The earlier study assumed melt
compositions based upon BMI-2104 (Gieseke et al., 1984), which had a high metal
content. As a result, large amounts of hydrogen were produced during the DCH event
itself in those calculations, and its combustion produced a threat that neither igniters nor
the ice condenser could control effectively, hi the present study, the metal content is
limited and much of what hydrogen is produced does not find sufficient oxygen for
combustion on DCH time scales, or is sufficiently diluted with steam that combustion is
not predicted to occur.

The ice condenser issue has no analogue in PWR large dry containment
analysis. Although questions exist concerning what ESFs might be operating, the
answers to these questions do not exert the dominant influence over DCH loads that is
potentially exerted by the ice condenser question.

3. Effects of Co-Eiected RPV Water on DCH Loads

If hydrogen is burned off prior to VB and there is little or no ice remaining, or
if the "small dry containment" approximation is being used, the dominant issue appears
to be the effect of co-ejected water on the calculated loads. If optimistic assumptions
are made concerning this water (e.g., if it is ignored), the calculated loads suggest that
resolution could be achieved for at least some combinations of plants and scenarios.
However, most calculations including the water (even cases not judged to be particularly
conservative) result in threatening loads. This result is only suggestive, not conclusive,
in part because of the large melt mass assumed; folding in these uncertainties with the
melt mass distributions assumed in previous work (Pilch et al., 1995b) could moderate
this conclusion somewhat.

There are large uncertainties in modeling the impact of co-ejected RPV water
on DCH loads; the CONTAIN calculations involving water are better thought of as
illustrating the potential of what will actually happen. Thus they define an uncertainty
range, not a point estimate. An important contributor to the uncertainty is the degree of
coherence between debris dispersal and water ejection, which is highly uncertain. The
success of the CONTAIN analysis of the CED-2 experiment, for which an approximate
experimental estimate of the coherence was available, suggests that CONTAIN can be
useful for examining the implications of any specified degree of coherence. Note also
that much of the potential impact of water in the Scenario 5 calculations appeared to be
that associated with flashing of the water upon depressurization. Uncertainties in this
contribution are governed more by uncertainties in the amounts and enthalpies of water
remaining in the RCS at VB than they are governed by uncertainties in DCH
phenomenology.

Phenomenologically, co-ejected water can have qualitatively similar effects
upon DCH in PWR large dry containments. However, the large containment volume
will result in the change in AP being smaller (by about a factor of two) for a given
energy input. Furthermore, the much greater margin to failure reduces the practical
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import of these uncertainties, probably by large factors.

4.. Other Uncertainties in Loads Modeling.

In addition to the co-ejected water issue, a number of other loads uncertainties
were also considered here. These include hydrogen combustion issues other than the
igniter question, effects of RPV insulation, completeness of metal reaction, debris
transport to the dome, and coherence between debris dispersal and blowdown steam.
There is no evidence that these questions have significant potential to modify the major
conclusions offered here. That is, if these uncertainties were completely eliminated, it
is not expected that any of the conclusions concerning the first three levels of the
hierarchy would be seriously affected.
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cray
&& 6 cell ice condenser model for sequoyah: 8/25/95 —
&& no ignition before vessel breach
&& used the default flame speed cell 1,2,5, and 6
&& real EOS(equation of state) for steam was used
&& water aerosols do not be condensed in the cell 7
&& debris source data were based on the Eq 7.4 of SAND94-1174
&& <global input>
&& Modifications by dew on 9/6/95 --
&& — change 'mfcig1 to 0.055 to conform to nureg-1150 ignition limit with igniters
&& — no igniters in cells 1,3,4 (mfcig = 0.95)
&& - vessel breach at 27000 s (nureg/cr-6075 supplement #1 case 2 is 26915 s)
&& - delete 'elevfp' for (1,2) flow path to avoid flow path flooding
&& — no insulation for now; will use full mass in sens, studies
&& - dftemp=1000 prior to vb
&& - debris introduced into trapped bin using 'trapbin' dch source type
&& — airborne debris introduced using 'entrain' dch source type
& & - mass of uo2 source corrected
&& - two dummy water sources provided
&& - no hydrogen in primary system cell
&& -- no trapping in the cavity (cell 1)
&& diatrap increased after 27010 s, to shutoff nonairborne model after blowdown
&& - dch variations to be implemented on restart
&& - omitted the gas source data having so many data set, and, however, need to put them for complete
&& -- modelling
control ncells=9 ntitl=3 ntzone=10 nsectn=10 nac=l
numtbg=9 maxtbg=83 nengv= 10 nwdudm=5000
ndhbin=5 && to specify five debris fields(swhong)
ndhspc=8
&& ndhgrp=2
eoi
&& -—material names
material compound

n2 o2 h2o h2ol h2ov fe h2 cone
userdef fed zrd feod zro2d uo2d crd croxd nid
aernames big small res

&& edit times
times l.OelO 0.0
2.0 500.0 1000.0 &&
5.0 500.0 6000.0 &&
5.0 500.0 8000.0 &&
5.0 500.0 10000.0
5.0 200.0 13000.0
5.0 200.0 15000.0
5.0 200.0 18000.0
5.0 500.0 20000.0
5.0 500.0 26995.0
5.0 5.0 27000.0

&& 0.0005 0.10 27009.0
&& 0.002 0.2 27015.0
&& 0.005 0.5 27020.0
&&0.01 1.0 27030.0

&&
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1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
&& trestart 12 5000.0 10000.0 15000.0 20000.0 23000.0 27000.0 27001.0
&& 27002.0 27003.0 27005.0 27010.0 27020.0

trestart 5 10000. 23000. 27000. 27005. 27009.
&&edmult=10
&& longedt=5
&& shortedt=3

longedt=10
shortedt=ll

debug 1 mbum 27006.0 27006.0002
title
ic5_001: «Scenario 5: fans off, igniters on, Debris Source:SAND94-l 174 »
refuel elev increased, run cl laftst.x 9/15/95) on 9/23/95
«smallest two bins separate»no DFB in cell 2, no vcosn
&T 2* 4
o c o c ~~"™••"ci
aerosol tgas2=3000. pgas2=1.0e7
trapunfl trapovfl
noconeva 7
&& time-dependent size for res aerosol source
&& aertim= 1
&& name=rcs flag=l
&& var-x= time
&& x=7
&& 8190. 9264. 9354. 9468. 9588. 9738. 10090.
&& var-y= amean
&& y=7
&& 5.2e-6 5.2e-6 1.0e-6 1.7e-6 1.2e-6 1.7e-6 2.3e-6
&&eoi
&& res 1.0e-6 0.693
&& small 1.0e-6 0.693
&& big l.e-5 0.693

h2ol 1.0e-6 0.693
&& debug 5 engice dcontm cnvnos ht-surf mbum 33002.0 33002.01
&& intercell flow conditions

flows && flow path definition block
&& mstable && use hybrid flow solver
implicit=8 && environment cell solved explicitly
area(l,2)= 5.58 avl(l,2)= .7396 cfc(l,2)= 1.0
&& elevfp( 1,2)=8.53 elevfp(2,1 )=8.53 && cavity to lower compartment

area(l,7)=0.0 avl(l,7)=1.5 cfc(l,7)=0.7 topen(l,7)=0.0 && blowdown from
contract(l,7)=0.7815 && elevfp(l,7)=1.3 elevfp(7,l)=1.3 && primary system

area(8,9)=0.1 avl(8,9)=1.0 cfc(8,9)=0.7 elevfp(8,9)=38.5
elevfp(9,8)=38.5

&& area(6,8)=0.65 avl(6,8)=1.0 cfc(6,8)=0.7 dp(6,8)=3.5e6
&& elevfp(6,8)=38.5 elevfp(8,6)=38.5 && release to environment

&& cell elevation information —
elevcl(l)=0.0
elevcl(2)= 12.9
elevcl(3)= 19.0
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elevcl(4)= 27.8 elevcl(5)= 37.6 elevcl(6)= 38.5
elevcl(7)=5.0
elevcl(8)=38.5
elevcl(9)=38.5
&& area vs time:
&& GASBL0W2 area vs time, corium scaled to Sequoyah —
var-area,l,7 flag=2
var-x= time
x=4

0.0 27000.0 27001.983 I.e7
var-y=area
y=4

0.0 0.0 0.159 0.19635
eoi
hiprwatr
engvent

&& engineered vent from cell 2
from=2 to=3 vavl=13.3 vcfc=0.7 velevb=19.0 velevf=l9.0 && lower doors
resolvhd
rvarea-p flag=2

x=10 -1.0e+7 -14.0 0.0 4.788 9.576 19.15 28.73 38.30 46.92 46.93
y=10 0.00403 0.00403 2.0 2.60 3.75 6.23 20.24 44.6 78.0 78.0

eoi
eoi

from=2 to=6 varea=0.29 vavl=0.48 vcfc=1.25 velevb=20.32 velevf=20.92
resolvhd eoi

from=2 to=6 varea=0.175 vavl=0.1 vcfc=0.75 velevb=6.47
velevf=6.57 resolvhd eoi && refueling canal drains

from=2 to=6 && air return fans (two trains)
&& resolvhd

vflow-t flag= 1
x=3 0.0 7426.0 27002.0
y=3 0.0 0.0 0.0 && fans off

eoi
eoi

from=2 to=6 varea=0.175 vavl=0.1 vcfc=0.75 velevb=6.47
velevf=6.47 type=pool eoi

&& engineered vent from cell 3
from=3 to=4 varea=91.5 vavl=6.5 vcfc=0.7 velevb=20.4 && vcosn=1.0
velevf=20.4 resolvhd eoi && lower plenum to ice chest

&& engineerd vent form cell 4
from=4 to=5 vavl=3.9 vcfc=0.7 velevb=35.0 ve!evf=35.0 && vcosn=1.0
resolvhd

irarea-p flag=2
x=4 -l.e+7 28498. 37910. l.e+7
y=4 0.0 0.0 22.79 22.79

eoi
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eoi

from=4 to=5 vavl=7.0 vcfc=0.7 velevb=35.0 velevf=35.0&& vcosn=1.0
resolvhd
rvarea-p flag=2
x=4 -l.e+7 263. 28498. l.e+7
y=4 1.86 1.86 70.24 70.24
eoi
eoi

&& engineered vent from cell 5
from=5 to=6 vavl=14.2 vcfc=0.7 velevb=40.2 velevf=40.2 && vcosn=1.0
resolvhd

irarea-p flag=2
x=4 -l.e+7 4441.8619. l.e+7
y=4 0.0 0.0 92.08 92.08

eoi
eoi

from=5 to=6 vavl=7.0 vcfc=0.7 velevb=40.2 velevf=40.2 && vcosn=l .0
resolvhd
rvarea-p flag=2

x=4 -l.e+7 263. 4441. l.e+7
y=4 1.86 1.86 93.9 93.9

eoi
eoi

&& print options

prengsys prflow praer prlow-cl prheat prburn prenacct

&& — direct heating input parameters

dheat
diabin && Log-normal, geom. std. dev=4, 5 size group
0.1692e-3 0.4834e-3 l.e-3 2.069e-3 5.91 le-3
fdistr && species assignment to bins

&& fed zrd feod zro2d uo2d crd croxd nid
&& 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
&& 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0
0
0
0

.2

.2

.2

.2

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

&& dendrp : omitted to use density of the each time step
radgas=0.8 && radiation blackbody multiplier between the debris and

&& the atmosphere in all cells, std.(standard) input
radmul=0.0 && radiation blackbody multiplier between the debris and

&& the structure surfaces in all cells, std. input
difo2=1.0 && multiplier on the mass transfer coeff. for oxygen tranport

&& to surfaces of drops, default
difh2o= 1.0 &.&. multiplier on the mass transfer coeff. for steam tranport

&& to surfaces of drops, default
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htcmul=l .0 && multiplier on the convective heat transfer between drops
&& and the atmosphere, default

ieqopt=2 && alternate treatments for iron/steam equilibrium
&& default,2 : be evluated using the mole fraction of Feo

thresh=273.15 && temperature cutoff for chemical reactions, std. input
liqside 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 && temperaturedependent drop diffusivity

&& std. input
rcomh2=on && hydrogen recombination, default

&& traprate && omitted to use cell-level traprate model
eoi

&& — material properties for debris —
userdat

uo2d debris
molew 2.7007e+O2
temps 44
3.0000e+02 4.0000e+02
8.0000e+02 9.0000e+02
1.1500e+03 1.2000e+03
1.4000e+03 1.4500e+03
1.65O0e+O3 1.7000e+03
1.9000e+03 1.9500e+03
2.1500e+03 2.2000e+03
2.4000e+03 2.4500e+03
2.6500e+03 2.7000e+03

condt
8.5417e+00 7.0075e+00
4.1090e+00 3.7392e+00
3.0912e+00 2.9964e+00
2.7016e+00 2.6459e+00
2.4829e+00 2.4555e+00
2.3936e+00 2.3892e+00
2.4131e+00 2.429le+00
2.5317e+00 2.5669e+00
2.7454e+00 2.7994e+00

entht
4.7186e+02 2.5643e+04
1.4069e+05 1.7121e+05
2.4942e+05 2.6535e+05
3.2998e+05 3.4636e+05
4.1286e+05 4.2977e+05
4.9897e+05 5.1681e+05
5.9149e+05 6.1130e+05
6.9752e+05 7.2134e+05
1.0439e+06 1.0748e+06

rhot
1.0964e+04 1.0940e+04
1.0827e+04 1.0795e+04
1.0707e+04 1.0688e+04
1.0609e+04 1.0588e+04
1.0502e+04 1.0479e+04
I.0386e+04 1.0362e+04
1.0263e+04 1.0237e+04

5.0000e+02
1.0000e+O3
1.2500e+O3
1.5OOOe+O3
1.75OOe+O3
2.0O00e+O3
2.2500e+03
2.5000e+O3
2.7500e+03

5.9438e+00
3.4400e+00
2.9107e+00
2.5966e+00
2.433 le+00
2.3891e+00
2.4490e+00
2.6058e+00
2.8573e+00

5.2885e+04
2.0218e+O5
2.8137e+O5
3.6283e+O5
4.468 le+05
5.3492e+O5
6.3172e+O5
7.463 le+05
1.1056e+06

.0915e+04

.0761e+04

.0669e+04

.0567e+04

.0457e+04

.0338e+04

.0211e+04

6.0000e+02
1.0500e+03
1.30O0e+O3
1.5500e+03
1.8000e+03
2.0500e+O3
2.3OOOe+O3
2.5500e+O3
2.8OO0e+O3

5.165 le+00
3.31l9e+O0
2.8335e+00
2.553 le+00
2.4154e+00
2.3930e+00
2.4727e+00
2.6486e+00
2.9190e+00

8.1370e+04
2.1783e+05
2.9749e+05
3.7940e+05
4.640 le+05
5.5337e+05
6.5283e+O5
9.8223e+05
l.!365e+06

1.0887e+04
1.0743e+04
1.0649e+04
1.0546e+04
1.0433e+04
1.0313e+04
1.0185e+04

7.0000e+02
1.1000e+03
1.35OOe+O3
1.6000e+03
1.8500e+03
2.1000e+03
2.3500e+O3
2.6000e+03

4.5726e+00
3.1960e+00
2.7639e+00
2.5153e+OO
2.4023e+00
2.401 le+00
2.5003e+00
2.695 le+00

1.1071e+05
2.3358e+05
3.1369e+O5
3.9608e+05
4.8139e+05
5.722 le+05
6.7473e+05
1.0131e+06

1.0858e+04
1.0725e+04
1.0629e+04
1.0524e+04
1.0410e+04
1.0288e+04
1.0158e+04
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1.0132e+04 1.0105e+04 1.0077e+04 1.0050e+04 1.0022e+04
9.9942e+03 9.9660e+03 9.9375e+03 9.9088e+03

spht
2.3613e+02 2.6395e+02 2.7946e+02 2.895 le+02 2.9683e+02
3.0263e+O2 3.0754e+02 3.1187e+02 3.1389e+02 3.1584e+02
3.1773e+02 3.1956e+02 3.2136e+02 3.2314e+02 3.2491e+02
3.2670e+02 3.285le+02 3.3040e+02 3.3238e+02 3.3450e+02
3.3682e+02 3.3940e+02 3.4232e+02 3.4566e+02 3.4953e+02
3.5402e+02 3.5927e+02 3.6540e+02 3.7257e+02 3.8092e+02
3.9062e+02 4.0184e+02 4.1476e+02 4.2956e+02 4.4643e+02
4.6556e+02 4.8714e+02 5.1137e+02 6.1704e+02 6.1704e+02
6.1704e+02 6.l704e+02 6.1704e+02 6.1704e+02

eoi
zrd debris

molew 9.1220e+01
temps 38

3.0000e+02 4.0000e+02 5.0000e+02 6.0000e+02 7.0000e+02
8.0000e+02 9.0000e+O2 1.0000e+03 l.O5OOe+O3 1.1000e+03
1.15OOe+03 1.2000e+03 1.2500e+03 1.3000e+03 1.3500e+03
1.4000e+03 1.4500e+03 1.5OOOe+O3 1.5500e+03 1.6000e+03
1.650Oe+O3 1.7000e+03 1.75OOe+O3 1.8OOOe+O3 1.8500e+03
1.9000e+03 1.9500e+03 2.0000e+03 2.0500e+03 2.1000e+03
2.1500e+03 2.2000e+03 2.2500e+03 2.3000e+03 2.3500e+03
2.4000e+03 2.4500e+03 2.5000e+03

condt
2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01
2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01
2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+0l 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+0I
2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01
2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01
2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01
2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01
2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01 2.8000e+01

entht
5.2300e+02 3.0329e+04 6.1980e+04 9.4810e+04 1.2853e+05
1.6301e+05 1.9816e+05 2.3393e+05 2.5204e+05 2.7029e+05
3.3038e+05 3.4706e+05 3.6374e+05 3.8041e+05 3.9709e+05
4.1377e+05 4.3044e+05 4.4712e+05 4.6380e+05 4.8047e+05
4.9715e+05 5.1382e+05 5.3050e+O5 5.4718e+05 5.6385e+05
5.8053e+05 5.9721e+05 6.1388e+05 6.3056e+05 6.4724e+05
8.8956e+05 9.0791e+05 9.2626e+05 9.4461e+05 9.6296e+05
9.8131e+05 9.9966e+05 1.0180e+06

rhot
6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+O3 6.5060e+03
6.5O6Oe+O3 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03
6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5O6Oe+O3 6.5060e+03
6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03
6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03
6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03
6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03
6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03 6.5060e+03

spht
2.8423e+02 3.0886e+O2 3.2301e+02 3.3304e+02 3.4113e+02
3.4818e+02 3.5463e+02 3.6070e+02 3.6364e+02 3.6653e+02
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3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02
3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+O2 3.3353e+02
3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02
3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02 3.3353e+02
3.6702e+02 3.6702e+02 3.6702e+02 3.6702e+02 3.6702e+02
3.6702e+02 3.6702e+02 3.6702e+02

eoi
zro2d debris

molew 1.2322e+02
temps 40

3.0000e+02 4.0000e+02 5.0000e+02 6.0000e+02 7.0000e+O2
8.0000e+02 9.0000e+02 1.0000e+03 1.0500e+03 1.1000e+03
1.15OOe+O3 1.2000e+03 1.25OOe+03 1.3000e+03 1.3500e+O3
1.4000e+03 1.4500e+03 1.5OOOe+O3 1.55OOe+O3 1.6000e+03
1.6500e+03 1.7000e+03 1.7500e+03 1.8000e+03 1.8500e+03
1.9000e+03 1.9500e+03 2.0000e+03 2.0500e+03 2.1000e+03
2.1500e+03 2.2000e+03 2.2500e+03 2.3000e+O3 2.3500e+03
2.4000e+03 2.4500e+03 2.5000e+03 2.550e+3 2.700e+3

condt
2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00
2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00
2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00
2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00
2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00
2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00
2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00
2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0000e+00 2.0 2.0

entht
8.2319e+02 5.0045e+04 1.0369e+05 1.5985e+05 2.1771e+05
2.7687e+05 3.37O9e+O5 3.9824e+05 4.2913e+05 4.6023e+05
4.9152e+05 5.2301e+05 5.5468e+05 5.8653e+05 6.1856e+05
6.5077e+O5 6.8315e+O5 7.6298e+05 7.9326e+05 8.2353e+05
8.5381e+O5 8.8408e+05 9.1436e+05 9.4463e+05 9.7491e+05
1.0052e+06 l.O355e+O6 1.0657e+06 1.0960e+06 1.1263e+06
1.1566e+06 1.1868e+06 1.2171e+06 1.2474e+06 1.2777e+06
1.3079e+06 1.3382e+06 1.3685e+O6 2.0622e+6 2.1793e+6

rhot
5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+O3 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03
5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+O3 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03
5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03
5.8900e+03 5.8900e+O3 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03
5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03
5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.89OOe+O3 5.8900e+03
5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03
5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.8900e+03 5.89e+3 5.89e+3

spht
4.5695e+02 5.1888e+02 5.5081e+02 5.7094e+02 5.8550e+02
5.9710e+02 6.0698e+02 6.1579e+02 6.1991e+02 6.2390e+02
6.2776e+02 6.3153e+02 6.3522e+02 6.3883e+02 6.4238e+02
6.4589e+02 6.4934e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02
6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02
6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02
6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02
6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 6.0549e+02 780.7 780.7
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eoi
fed debris

molew 5.5847e+01
. temps 38

3.0000e+02 4.0000e+02 5.000Oe+O2 6.0000e+02 7.0000e+02
8.0000e+02 9.0000e+02 1.0000e+03 1.0500c+O3 1.1000e+03
1.1500e+03 1.2000e+O3 1.2500e+03 1.3OOOe+O3 l.3500e+03
1.4000e+03 1.4500e+03 1.5OOOe+O3 I.5500e+03 1.6000e+03
1.6500e+03 1.7000e+03 1.7500e+03 1.8OOOe+O3 1.8500e+03
1.9000e+03 1.95OOe+O3 2.0000e+03 2.0500e+O3 2.1000e+03
2.1500e+03 2.2000e+03 2.2500e+03 2.3000e+03 2.35OOe+O3
2.4000e+03 2.4500e+03 2.5OOOe+O3

condt
4.3270e+01 4.3328e+01 4.0110e+01 3.7659e+01 3.5705e+01
3.4093e+01 3.2733e+01 3.1562e+01 3.1034e+01 3.0538e+01
3.0072e+01 2.9633e+01 2.9218e+01 2.8824e+01 2.8450e+01
2.8095e+01 2.7756e+01 2.7433e+01 2.7123e+01 2.6827e+01
2.6543e+01 2.627 le+01 2.6009e+01 2.5756e+01 2.5514e+01
2.5279e+01 2.5053e+01 2.4835e+01 2.4624e+01 2.4419e+01
2.4222e+01 2.4030e+01 2.3844e+01 2.3663e+01 2.3488e+01
2.3317e+01 2.3I52e+01 2.2991e+01

entht
9.2944e+02 4.7791e+04 9.9091e+04 1.5483e+05 2.1500e+05
2.7961e+05 3.4866e+05 4.2215e+05 5.4867e+O5 5.8240e+05
6.1613e+05 6.6427e+05 6.9256e+05 7.2172e+05 7.5176e+05
7.8267e+05 8.1445e+05 8.4710e+05 8.8063e+05 9.1504e+05
9.503 le+05 1.0038e+06 1.0431e+06 1.0825e+06 1.3693e+06
1.4087e+06 1.4483e+06 1.4879e+06 1.5276e+06 1.5673e+06
1.6072e+O6 I.6471e+06 1.6871e+06 1.7272e+06 1.7673e+06
I.8075e+06 1.8478e+06 1.8882e+06

rhot
7.8824e+03 7.8437e+O3 7.8050e+03 7.7663e+03 7.7276e+03
7.6890e+03 7.65O3e+O3 7.6U6e+03 7.5923e+03 7.5729e+03
7.5536e+03 7.5343e+03 7.5149e+03 7.4956e+03 7.4762e+03
7.4569e+03 7.4376e+03 7.4!82e+03 7.3989e+03 7.3795e+03
7.3602e+03 7.3409e+03 7.3215e+03 7.3022e+03 6.9768e+03
6.9350e+03 6.8932e+03 6.8514e+03 6.8096e+03 6.7678e+03
6.7260e+03 6.6842e+03 6.6425e+03 6.6007e+03 6.5589e+03
6.5171e+03 6.4753e+03 6.4335e+03

spht
4.462 le+02 4.9058e+02 5.3496e+02 5.7933e+02 6.2370e+02
6.6808e+02 7.1245e+02 7.5682e+02 6.7459e+02 6.7459e+02
6.7460e+O2 5.5689e+02 5.7436e+O2 5.9182e+02 6.0928e+02
6.2675e+02 6.442le+02 6.6168e+02 6.7914e+02 6.966le+02
7.1407e+02 7.8703e+02 7.8703e+02 7.8703e+02 7.885le+02
7.9001e+02 7.9151e+02 7.9301e+02 7.9451e+02 7.9601e+02
7.975le+02 7.9901e+02 8.0050e+02 8.0200e+02 8.0350e+02
8.0500e+02 8.0650e+02 8.0800e+02

eoi
feod debris

molew 7.1850e+01
temps 38

3.0000e+02 4.0000e+02 5.0000e+02 6.0000e+02 7.0000e+02
8.0000e+02 9.0000e+02 1.0000e+03 1.0500e+03 I.1000e+03
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1.15OOe+O3 1.2000e+03 1.2500e+03 1.3000e+03 1.35OOe+O3
1.4000e+03 1.4500e+03 1.5OOOe+O3 1.55OOe+O3 1.600Oe+O3
1.65O0e+O3 1.7OOOe+O3 1.75OOe+O3 I.8000e+03 1.85OOe+O3
l.9000e+03 1.9500e+03 2.0000e+03 2.0500e+03 2.1000e+03
2.1500e+03 2.2000e+03 2.25OOe+O3 2.3000e+03 2.35OOe+O3
2.4000e+03 2.4500e+03 2.5000e+03

condt
6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00
6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00
6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00
6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00
6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00
6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00
6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00
6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00 6.0000e+00

entht
1.3835e+03 7.2483e+04 1.4632e+05 2.2212e+05 2.9957e+05
3.7848e+05 4.5878e+05 5.4041e+05 5.8171e+O5 6.2333e+05
6.6527e+05 7.0753e+05 7.5009e+05 7.9297e+05 8.3616e+05
8.7966e+05 9.2347e+05 9.6758e+05 1.0120e+06 1.0567e+06
1.4367e+06 1.4842e+06 1.5317e+06 1.5791e+06 1.6266e+06
1.6741e+06 1.7216e+06 1.7691e+06 l.8165e+06 1.8640e+06
1.9115e+06 1.9590e+06 2.0065e+06 2.0540e+06 2.1014e+06
2.1489e+06 2.1964e+06 2.2439e+06

rhot
5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+O3 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03
5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03
5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.700Oe+O3 5.7OOOe+O3 5.7000e+03
5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7OOOe+O3
5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.7000e+03 5.423 le+03
5.3907e+03 5.3582e+03 5.3257e+03 5.2932e+03 5.2607e+03
5.2282e+03 5.1958e+03 5.1633e+03 5.13O8e+O3 5.0983e+03
5.0658e+03 5.0333e+03 5.OOO8e+O3

spht
6.9196e+02 7.2646e+02 7.4887e+02 7.6652e+02 7.8193e+02
7.9614e+02 8.0965e+02 8.2274e+02 8.2917e+02 8.3554e+02
8.4186e+02 8.4815e+02 8.5440e+02 8.6062e+02 8.6682e+O2
8.7300e+02 8.7916e+02 8.853 le+02 8.9144e+02 8.9756e+02
3.3583e+05 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02
9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02
9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02
9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02 9.4964e+02

eoi

&& add cr and croxd properties from iet309.inp
crd debris

molew 5.2010e+01
temps 45

3.0000e+02 4.0000e+02 5.0000e+02 6.0000e+02 7.0000e+02
8.0000e+02 9.0000e+02 1.0000e+03 1.0500e+03 1.1000e+03
1.1500e+03 1.2000e+03 1.2500e+03 1.3000e+03 1.3500e+O3
1.4000e+03 1.4500e+03 1.5OOOe+O3 1.5500e+O3 1.6000e+03
1.6500e+03 1.7OOOe+O3 1.7500e+03 1.8000e+03 1.8500e+03
1.9000e+03 l.95OOe+O3 2.0000e+03 2.0500e+03 2.1000e+03
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2.1500e+03 2.2000e+03 2.2500e+03 2.3000e+03 2.3500e+03
2.4000e+03 2.4500e+03 2.5000e+03 2.5500e+03 2.6000e+03
2.6500e+03 2.7000e+03 2.7500e+03 2.8000e-K)3 2.8500e+03

condt
4.3270e+01 4.3328e+01 4.0110e+01 3.7659e+01 3.57O5e+Ol
3.4093e+01 3.2733e+01 3.1562e+01 3.1034e+01 3.0538e+01
3.0072e+01 2.9633e+01 2.9218e+01 2.8824e+01 2.8450e+0I
2.8095e+01 2.7756e+01 2.7433e+01 2.7123e+0l 2.6827e+01
2.6543e+01 2.6271e+01 2.6009e+01 2.5756e+01 2.5514e+01
2.5279e+01 2.5053e+01 2.4835e+01 2.4624e+01 2.4419e+01
2.4222e+01 2.4030e+01 2.3844e+01 2.3663e+01 2.3488e+01
2.33I7e+01 2.3152e+0I 2.2991e+01 2.2831e+01 2.2671e+01
2.251 le+01 2.2351e+01 2.2191e+01 2.2031e+01 2.1871e+01

entht
8.3072e+02 4.7601e+04 9.7639e+04 1.5048e+05 2.057 le+05
2.6298e+05 3.2191e+05 3.8215e+O5 4.1326e+05 4.4529e+05
4.7819e+05 5.1194e+05 5.4652e+05 5.8194e+05 6.1818e+05
6.5523e+05 6.9308e+05 7.3173e+05 7.7118e+05 8.1l42e+05
8.5244e+05 8.9425e+05 9.3683e+05 9.8019e+05 1.0243e+06
1.0692e+06 1.1149e+06 1.1614e+06 1.2086e+06 1.2565e+06
1.6264e+06 1.6642e+06 1.7020e+06 1.7398e+06 1.7776e+06
1.8154e+06 1.8532e+06 I.8910e+06 1.9289e+06 l.9667e+06
2.0045e+06 2.0423e+06 2.0801e+06 2.M79e+06 2.1557e+06

rhot
7.135 le+03 7.1230e+03 7.1086e+03 7.0917e+03 7.0725e+03
7.0507e+03 7.0266e+03 7.0000e+O3 6.9858e+03 6.9710e+03
6.9556e+03 6.9396e+03 6.9230e+03 6.9O57e+O3 6.8879e+03
6.8694e+03 6.8504e+03 6.8307e+03 6.8105e+03 6.7896e+03
6.768 le+03 6.7460e+03 6.7233e+03 6.7000e+03 6.676le+03
6.6516e+03 6.6265e+03 6.6007e+03 6.5744e+03 6.5475e+03
6.2790e+03 6.2640e+03 6.2490e+03 6.2340e+03 6.2190e+03
6.2040e+03 6.1890e+03 6.1740e+03 6.1590e+03 6.1440e+03
6.1290e+03 6.1140e+03 6.0990e+03 6.0840e+03 6.0690e+03

spht
4.4940e+02 4.8492e+02 5.1508e+02 5.4101e+02 5.6312e+02
5.8158e+02 5.9644e+O2 6.0777e+02 6.3179e+02 6.4931e+02
6.6650e+02 6.834le+02 7.0009e+02 7.1657e+02 7.3288e+02
7.4905e+02 7.6509e+02 7.8102e+02 7.9686e+02 8.!261e+02
8.2829e+02 8.4390e+02 8.5946e+02 8.7497e+02 8.9042e+02
9.0584e+02 9.2122e+02 9.3657e+02 9.5189e+02 9.6718e+02
7.5619e+02 7.5619e+02 7.5619e+02 7.5619e+02 7.5619e+02
7.5619e+02 7.5619e+02 7.56l9e+02 7.5619e+02 7.5619e+02
7.5619e+02 7.5619e+02 7.5619e+02 7.56l9e+02 7.5619e+02

eoi
croxd debris

molew 7.60le+01
temps 45

3.0000e+02 4.0000e+02 5.0000e+02 6,0000e+02 7.0000e+02
8.0000e+02 9.0000e+02 1.0000e+03 1.0500e+03 1.1000e+03
1.1500e+03 1.20OOe+O3 1.2500e+03 1.3000e+03 1.35OOe+O3
1.4000e+03 1.4500e+03 1.5000e+03 1.5500e+03 1.6000e+03
1.6500e+03 1.7000e+03 1.75OOe+O3 1.8OOOe+O3 l.8500e+03
1.9000e+03 1.9500e+03 2.0000e+03 2.0500e+03 2.l000e+03
2.15OOe+O3 2.2000e+03 2.2500e+03 2.3000e+03 2.3500e+03
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2.4000e+03
2.6500e+03

condt
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01

entht
1.2733e+03
3.8910e+05
6.8067e+05
8.9468e+05
1.1130e+06
1.3379e+06
1.5679e+06
1.7979e+06
2.8872e+06
rhot
5.209 le+03
5.1409e+03
5.093 le+03
5.0590e+03
5.0249e+03
4.9908e+03
4.9567e+03
4.9226e+03
4.5736e+03
spht
6.8902e+02
8.1759e+02
8.4708e+02
8.6475e+02
8.8136e+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
1.032 le+03

eoi

2.4500e+03 2.5000e+03 2.5500e+03 2.6000e+03
2.7000e+03 2.7500e+03 2.8000e+03 2.85OOe+O3

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

7.3338e+04
4.7134e+05
7.2312e+05
9.380 le+05
1.1571e+06
1.3839e+06
1.6139e+06
1.8439e+06
2.9388e+06

5.I954e+03
5.1272e+03
5.0863e+03
5.0522e+03
5.0181e+03
4.9840e+03
4.9499e+03
4.9158e+03
4.5668e+03

7.4512e+02
8.2702e+02
8.5074e+02
8.6813e+02
8.8461e+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
1.032 le+03

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

1.4944e+05
5.5447e+05
7.6575e+O5
9.8150e+05
1.2014e+06
1.4299e+06
1.6599e+06
1.8899e+06
2.9904e+06

5.1818e+O3
5.1136e+03
5.0795e+03
5.0454e+03
5.0113e+03
4.9772e+03
4.943 le+03
4.9090e+03
4.5599e+03

7.7433e+02
8.3549e+02
8.5433e+02
8.7148e+02
8.8783e+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
1.032 le+03

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+Ol

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+01

.0000e+0l

2.2786e+05
5.9634e+05
8.0855e+05
1.0252e+06
1.2459e+06
1.4759e+06
1.7059e+06
1.9359e+O6
3.0420e+06

5.1682e+03
5.1O68e+O3
5.0727e+O3
5.0386e+O3
5.0045e+03
4.9704e+O3
4.9363e+03
4.9022e+03
4.553 le+03

7.9297e+02
8.3947e+02
8.5786e+O2
8.7480e+02
8.9105e+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
1.032 le+03

1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01
1.0000e+01

3.0787e+05
6.384 le+05
8.5153e+05
1.0690e+06
1.2919e+06
1.5219e+06
1.7519e+06
1.9819e+06
3.0936e+06

5.1545e+03
5.1000e+03
5.0659e+03
5.0318e+03
4.9977e+03
4.9636e+03
4.9295e+03
4.8954e+03
4.5463e+03

8.066 le+02
8.4333e+02
8.6133e+02
8.7809e+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
9.200 le+02
1.032 le+03

&& add nickel using properties of iron
&& for its part of iron and the control rod material
&& but also use an artificially large molecular weight to
&& get rid of diluent effect on the iron oxide equilibrium

nid debris
&&molew 5.870e+01
molew 5.870e+06
temps 38

3.0000e+02 4.0000e+02 5.0000e+02 6.0000e+02
8.0000e+02 9.0000e+02 1.0000e+03 l.O5OOe+O3

7.0000e+02
1.1000e+03
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1.15OOe+O3 1.2000e+03 1.2500e+03 1.3OOOe+O3 1.3500e+O3
1.4000e+03 l.4500e+03 1.5000e+03 1.55OOe+O3 1.600Oe+O3
1.6500e+03 1.7OOOe+O3 1.7500e+03 1.8OOOe+O3 1.8500e+03
1.9000e+03 1.950Oe+O3 2.0000e+O3 2.0500e+03 2.1000e+03
2.1500e+03 2.2000e+03 2.25OOe+O3 2.3OOOe+03 2.3500e+O3
2.4000e+03 2.4500e+03 2.5OOOe+O3

condt
4.3270e+01 4.3328e+01 4.0110e+01 3.7659e+01 3.5705e+01
3.4093e+01 3.2733e+01 3.1562e+01 3.1034e+01 3.0538e+01
3.0072e+01 2.9633e+0l 2.9218e+01 2.8824e+01 2.8450e+01
2.8095e+01 2.7756e+01 2.7433e+0l 2.7123e+01 2.6827e+01
2.6543e+01 2.6271e+01 2.6009e+01 2.5756e+01 2.5514e+01
2.5279e+0l 2.5053e+01 2.4835e+01 2.4624e+01 2.4419e+01
2.4222e+01 2.4030e+01 2.3844e+01 2.3663e+0l 2.3488e+01
2.3317e+01 2.3152e+01 2.2991e+01

entht
9.2944e+02 4.7791e+04 9.9091e+04 1.5483e+05 2.l500e+05
2.7961e+05 3.4866e+05 4.2215e+05 5.4867e+05 5.8240e+05
6.1613e+05 6.6427e+05 6.9256e+05 7.2172e+05 7.5176e+05
7.8267e+05 8.l445e+05 8.47IOe+O5 8.8063e+05 9.1504e+05
9.503 le+05 1.0038e+06 1.0431e+06 1.0825e+06 1.3693e+06
1.4087e+06 1.4483e+06 1.4879e+06 1.5276e+06 1.5673e+06
1.6072e+06 1.6471e+06 1.6871e+06 1.7272e+06 1.7673e+06
1.8075e+06 1.8478e+06 1.8882e+06

rhot
7.8824e+03 7.8437e+03 7.8050e+03 7.7663e+03 7.7276e+03
7.6890e+03 7.6503e+03 7.6II6e+O3 7.5923e+03 7.5729e+03
7.5536e+03 7.5343e+03 7.5149e+03 7.4956e+03 7.4762e+03
7.4569e+03 7.4376e+03 7.4182e+03 7.3989e+03 7.3795e+03
7.3602e+03 7.3409e+03 7.3215e+03 7.3022e+03 6.9768e+03
6.9350e+03 6.8932e+03 6.8514e+03 6.8096e+03 6.7678e+03
6.7260e+03 6.6842e+03 6.6425e+03 6.6007e+03 6.5589e+03
6.5171e+03 6.4753e+03 6.4335e+03

split
4.4621e+02 4.9058e+02 5.3496e+02 5.7933e+02 6.2370e+02
6.6808e+02 7.1245e+02 7.5682e+02 6.7459e+02 6.7459e+02
6.7460e+02 5.5689e+02 5.7436e+02 5.9l82e+02 6.0928e+02
6.2675e+02 6.442 le+02 6.6168e+02 6.79l4e+02 6.966 te+02
7.1407e+02 7.8703e+02 7.8703e+02 7.8703e+02 7.885le+02
7.9001e+02 7.9151e+02 7.9301e+02 7.9451e+02 7.9601e+02
7.975le+02 7.9901e+02 8.0050e+02 8.0200e+02 8.0350e+02
8.0500e+02 8.0650e+02 8.0800e+02

eoi

eoi

<ce|i input>—

&& reactor cavity cell --
cell=l

control
nhtm=4 mxslab=l 1
jconc=l j int=l jpool=l
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nsoatm=17 nspatm=20 && nsoaer=2 nspaer=l4
numtbc=l maxtbc=5
eoi
geometry 420. 7.01 && volume & height
atmos=3 I .e5 311.0 && initial pressure & temperature
o2=.2095 n2=.79O5 h2ov=0.01 && initial atmos. composition
&& direct heat sources
& & debris source:
source= 17
&& place debris in cavity trapped bin during first 2 seconds following vessel breach
&&
uo2d 3 iflag=2 dchtype=trapbin && mass = 72000 kg
t= 27000.0 27001.0 27002.0
mass=0.0 51500.0 0.0
temp= 2800.0 2800.0 2800.0

eoi
&&
zro2d 3 iflag=2 dchtype=trapbin && mass = 8810 kg
t= 27000.0 27001.0 27002.0
mass=0.0 6290.0 0.0
temp= 2800.0 2800.0 2800.0

eoi
&&
zrd 3 iflag=2 dchtype=trapbin && mass = 2290 kg
t= 27000.0 27001.0 27002.0
mass=0.0 1720.0 0.0
temp= 2800.0 2800.0 2800.0

eoi
&&
fed 3 iflag=2 dchtype=trapbin && mass = 3264 kg
t= 27000.0 27001.0 27002.0
mass=0.0 1710.0 0.0
temp= 2800.0 2800.0 2800.0

eoi
&&
crd 3 iflag=2 dchtype=trapbin && mass = 866 kg
t= 27000.0 27001.0 27002.0
mass=0.0 450.0 0.0
temp= 2800.0 2800.0 2800.0

eoi
&&
nid 3 iflag=2 dchtype=trapbin && mass = 399 kg
t= 27000.0 27001.0 27002.0
mass=0.0 210.0 0.0
temp= 2800.0 2800.0 2800.0

eoi
&&
&& now entrain the airborne debris sources from the trapped bin
&& Standard SAND94-1174 prescription for coherence
&& Sources for: Scenario 5 90% Dispersal
&&
uo2d 5 iflag= 2 dchtype=entrain && integrated mass 46350
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515
mass= 0.0 0.000 17298.003 17298.003 0.000
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temp= 2800.0 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000
eoi
zro2d 5 iflag= 2 dchtype=entrain && integrated mass 5661
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515
mass= 0.0 0.000 2112.708 2112.708 0.000
temp= 2800.0 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000

eoi
zrd 5 iflag= 2 dchtype=entrain && integrated mass 1548

t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515
mass= 0.0 0.000 577.720 577.720 0.000
temp= 2800.0 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000

eoi
fed 5 iflag= 2 dchtype=entrain && integrated mass 1539
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515
mass= 0.0 0.000 574.361 574.361 0.000
temp= 2800.0 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000

eoi
crd 5 iflag= 2 dchtype=entrain && integrated mass 405

t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515
mass= 0.0 0.000 151.148 151.148 0.000
temp= 2800.0 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000

eoi
nid 5 iflag= 2 dchtype=entrain && integrated mass 189

t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515
mass= 0.0 0.000 70.536 70.536 0.000
temp= 2800.0 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000 2800.000

eoi
&& fed, crd, nid sources corresponding to 1/2 of RPV insulation --
&& sources currently inactive --
fed 5 iflag=2 && integrated mass 1975
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515

&&- mass= 0.0 0.000 737.078 737.078 0.000
mass= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
temp= 600.0 600.000 600.000 600.000 600.000
eoi
crd 5 iflag= 2 && integrated mass 480
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515

&&- mass= 0.0 0.000 179.138 179.138 0.000
mass= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
temp= 600.0 600.000 600.000 600.000 600.000
eoi
nid 5 iflag= 2 && integrated mass 215
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515

&&- mass= 0.0 0.000 80.239 80.239 0.000
mass= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

temp= 600.0 600.000 600.000 600.000 600.000
eoi
h2ov 20 iflag=2 && integrated mass = 10000

t= && H2O Source introduced in parallel to the debris sources
27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515
27005.5 27006.515 27007.515 27008.515 27009.515
27010.5 27011.515 27012.515 27013.515 27014.515
27015.5 27016.515 27017.515 27018.515 27019.515

mass= && source currently inactive
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0.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

000 3732
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

.040 3732
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

.040
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

&&- 0.0 0.000 3732.040 3732.040 0.000
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

enth=
1316000.0 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000
1316000.0 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000
1316000.0 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000
1316000.0 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000

eoi
h2ov 20 iflag=2 && integrated mass = 10000
t= && H2O dummy source that can be defined in a restart

27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515
27005.5 27006.515 27007.515 27008.515 27009.515
27010.5 27011.515 27012.515 27013.515 27014.515
27015.5 27016.515 27017.515 27018.515 27019.515

mass=
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

enth=
1316000.0 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000
1316000.0 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000
1316000.0 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000
1316000.0 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000 1316000.000

eoi
&& dch aerosol sources
&& aerosol
&& source=2
&& small=14 iflag=2
&&t= 10090.0 10090.25 10090.5 10090.75 10091.0 10091.5 10092.0
&& 10092.5 10093.0 10093.5 10094.0 10095.0 10096.0 10097.0
&&mass=0.0 193.8 307.8 350.4 353.0 314.1 254.2
&& 202.7 156.2 118.2 88.7 46.4 19.0 0.0
&& eoi
&& big=14iflag=2
&&t= 10090.0 10090.25 10090.5 10090.75 10091.0 10091.5 10092.0
&& 10092.5 10093.0 10093.5 10094.0 10095.0 10096.0 10097.0
&&mass= 0.0 193.8 307.8 350.4 353.0 314.1 254.2
&& 202.7 156.2 118.2 88.7 46.4 19.0 0.0
&& eoi
struc

&& lnl roof area
name=roof 11
type=roof
shape=slab
nslab=10
chrlen=5.18
slarea=23.65
tunif=316.5
compound= cone cone cone cone cone
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cone cone cone cone cone
1.6e-2

eoi.
&&

x=0.
3.5e-2

1.
8

e-3
.e-2

2.
1
e-3
.6e-l

4.e-3
4.e-l

8.e-3
8.e-l

&& dummy structure to control trapping/ku & NAD velocities
name=dummyls type=wall shape=slab chrlen=5.18 slarea=1.0e-10
nslab=10 tunif=316.5
compound= cone cone cone

cone cone cone cone
x=0. l.e-3 2.e-3

3.5e-2 8.e-2 1.6e-l
bcinner hydarea=l8.7 eoi
bcouter tgas=316.5 eoi
eoi

&& In2 vertical wall surface
name=walll 1
rype=wall
shape=slab
nslab=ll
chrlen=7.0
slarea=256.63
touter=280.
tunif=316.5
compound= cone cone cone

cone cone cone cone
x=0. l.e-3 2.e-3

3.5e-2 8.e-2 1.6e-l
eoi
&&

cone
cone

4.e-3
4.e-l

cone
cone
4.e-3
4.e-l

cone

8.e-3 1.6e-2
8.e-l

cone
cone

8.e-3 1.6e-2
8.e-l 1.6

&& In3 roof simulating vessel hole
name=roof 12
type=roof
shape=slab
nslab=9
chrlen=l.
slarea=35.57
touter=670.
tunif=670.
compound= fe

fe fe
x=0.

l.e-2
eoi
dch-cell
&& radgas= 0.8 && designated in global input
&& radmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& difo2= 1.0 && designated in global input
&& difh2o=1.0 && designated in global input
&& htcmul=0.0 && designated in global input

e

1
2

fe
fe

.e-3

.e-2

fe
fe
2
4

fe

.e-3

.e-2

fe

3.e-3
l.e-1

4.e-3
2.872e-l
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&& ieqopt=2 && designated in global input
&& thresh=1200.&& designated in global input
&& liqsideO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 && designated in global input
&& recomh2=on && designated in global input
&& velovity && designated in global input
sdeven=5.0 && std. input

&& diatrap=0.01 && std. input for 1/10 exp.
var-parm flag=2 && std. input
name=trapreac
var-x=time x=5 27000.27010.27012.27014.27100.
var-y=diatrap y=5 0.0464 0.0464 0.116 4.64 4.64

eoi
trapping

user=0.0
eoi
eoi

condense

h-burn elev=0.0
&&tactiv=28915.0

mfcig=0.95 && no igniters in this cell
contburn
shratio=9.0 && default
srtemp=950.0 && pilch standard value
debconc=1.0e6 && no initiation on debris, bsr on gas temp only

&& mfscb=0.95 && std. input
&& mfocb=0.01 && std. input
srrate=0.6677 && 5/(volume of cell** 1/3), std. input

&&5/420**(l/3)
dftemp=1000. && spontaneous ignition

eoi
eoi

rad-heat && radiant heat transfer input
kmx=-0.8
emsvt 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 && emissivities of strucs and lower cell

0.94
gaswal 4.787 && simple gas-atmos, radiant transfer model

eoi

ht-tran on off on on on && turn off pool boundary heat transfer

&& — lower cell input —

low-cell
geometry 59.22

concrete
compos=l concrete=basalt 2.0e04 temp=311.

eoi
interm

lay-name=splash compos=l fe 1.0e04 temp=311.
eoi
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&& pool layer
pool && pool layer specification

compos=l h2ol 10. && composition, material & mass
temp=311. && initial temperature
physics && initiate physics input

boil && activate pool-boiling model
eoi && terminate physics

eoi && terminate pool-layer
&&
&& ansi power specification
&&
&&decay-ht 3.2925e06 ttosd=0. dist-pwr 0. 1.0 0.0.
&&eoi
&&

be 311.0 0.85e5 && boundary condition temp, and pressure
eoi && terminate cell 4 input

&&

&& lower compartment
cell=2
control nhtm=6 mxslab=15 nsoatm=25 nspatm=1643 jpool=l
jint= I jconc=l numtbc=2 maxtbc=5 eoi
title
cell #2 (lower compartment)
geometry 8962. 15.445
atmos=3
I.e5 311.0
n2=0.7905 o2=0.2095 h2ov=0.01

&& sources from 1NEL SCDAP/RELAP5 calculations
&& 7/21/94 case 2
source=25
&& RPV Insulation
&& fed, crd, nid sources corresponding to 1/2 of RPV insulation —
&& sources currently inactive —
fed 5 iflag=2 && integrated mass 1975
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515

&&- mass= 0.0 0.000 737.078 737.078 0.000
mass= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
temp= 600.0 600.000 600.000 600.000 600.000
eoi
crd 5 iflag= 2 && integrated mass 480
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515

&&- mass= 0.0 0.000 179.138 179.138 0.000
mass= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
temp= 600.0 600.000 600.000 600.000 600.000
eoi
nid 5 iflag= 2 && integrated mass 215
t= 27000.0 27000.496 27001.836 27003.175 27004.515

&&- mass= 0.0 0.000 80.239 80.239 0.000
mass= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

temp= 600.0 600.000 600.000 600.000 600.000
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eoi
&&. rCp i Seal leak sources •
h2=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643

mass=
temp=
eoi

n2=1643
& &
t=
mass=
temp=

iflag=2
number of entries= 1643

eoi

h2ov=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643

mass=
temp=
eoi

h2ol=1643 iflag=2
t=
mass=
temp=
eoi

&& rcp2 seal leak sources -
h2=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
t=
mass=
temp=
eoi

n2=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
#=

mass=
temp=
eoi

h2ov=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
*=

mass=
temp=
eoi

h2ol=1643 iflag=2
t=
mass=
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temp
eoi

rCp3 s e a | |eai< sources -
h2=1643 ifiag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
t=
mass=
temp=
eoi

n2=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
t=
mass=

temp=

eoi

h2ov=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
*—
mass=
temp=
eoi

h2ol=1643 iflag=2
t=
mass=
temp=
eoi

&& — rcp4 seal leak sources -
h2=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
t=
mass=
temp=
eoi

n2=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
t=
mass=

temp=
eoi

h2ov=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643

mass=
temp=
eoi

h2ol=1643 iflas=2
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t=
mass=
temp=
eoi

&,& hot leg break sources
h2=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
*=

mass=
temp=
eoi

n2=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643

mass=
temp=
eoi

h2ov=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
t=
mass=
temp=
eoi

h2ol=1643 iflag=2

mass=
temp=
eoi

&& sources from INEL SCDAP/RELAP5 calculations •
&& 7/21/94 case 2
&& PORV to containment
h2ov=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
*-—
mass=
temp=
eoi

h2ol=1643 iflag=2
&& number of entries= 1643
t=
mass=

temp=
eoi

&& res aerosol source
&& aerosol
&& source=l
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&& rcs= 7 iflag= 1
&&t= 0.0 8190.0 9354.0 9468.0 9588.0 9738.0 10090.0
&& mass= 0.0 0.01227 0.7098 0.3372 0.04443 0.00541 0.0
&&eoi

&& heat sink structures
struc
stl wall slab 6 15 311. 15.0 0.0 0 3002.49
0.0 0.003 0.0085 0.01737 0.03444 0.05182 0.06888
fe fe fe fe fe fe

&& dummy structure to control trapping/ku & NAD velocities
name=dummy2s type=wall shape=slab chrlen=I5. slarea=1.0e-10
nslab=6 tunif=311.
compound= fe fe fe fe fe fe

x=0.0 0.003 0.0085 0.01737 0.03444
0.05182 0.06888

bcinnerhydarea=103. eoi
bcouter tgas=311. eoi
eoi

&&conl wall slab 14 15 311. 15.0 0.0 0 3449.91
&& 0.0 0.001 0.0025 0.005 0.009 0.016 0.029
&& 0.05243 0.10485 0.15728 0.26213 0.31455 0.36698 0.4194 0.47214
&& cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone
name=conl type=wall shape=slab chrlen=15. slarea=3449.9
nslab=14 tunif=311.
compound= cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone

cone cone cone cone cone
x=0.0 0.001 0.0025 0.005 0.009 0.016 0.029 0.05234

0.10485 0.15728 0.26213 0.31455 0.36698 0.4194 0.47214
bcouter eoi
eoi

&& con2 wall slab 15 15311. 15.0 0.0 0 3258.05
&& 0.0 0.001 0.0025 0.005 0.009 0.016 0.029
&& 0.04968 0.09967 0.14935 0.19903 0.24902 0.2987 0.34839
&& 0.39837 0.44806
&& cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone
&& cone
name=con2 type=wall shape=slab chrlen=15. slarea=3258.05
nslab=l5 tunif=311.
compound= cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone

cone cone cone cone cone cone
x=0.0 0.001 0.0025 0.005 0.009 0.016 0.029

0.04968 0.09967 0.14935 0.19903 0.24902 0.2987 0.34839
0.39837 0.44806

bcouter eoi
eoi

&&floorl floor slab 14 15 311. 15.00.0 0451.16
&& 0.0 0.001 0.0025 0.005 0.009 0.016 0.029
&& 0.05243 0.10485 0.15728 0.26213 0.31455 0.36698 0.4194 0.47214
&& cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone
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name=floorl type=floor shape=slab chrlen=15. slarea=451.l6
nslab=14 tunif=311.
compound= cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone

- cone cone cone cone cone cone
x=0.0 0.001 0.0025 0.005 0.009 0.016 0.029 0.05234

0.10485 0.15728 0.26213 0.31455 0.36698 0.4194 0.47214
bcouter eoi
eoi

&& shell2i wall slab 4 15 311. 15.0 0.0 0 1442.
&& 0.0 0.004 0.01036 0.02073 0.015545
&& fe fe fe fe
name=shell2i type=wall shape=slab nslab=4 chrlen=15.0
slarea=1442. tunif=311.
compound= fe fe fe fe
x= 0.0 0.002 0.00518 0.010365 0.015545
bcouter
strnum=l l.e20
icell=8
eoi
eoi

dch-cell
&& radgas= 0.8 && designated in global input
&& radmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& difo2= 1.0 && designated in global input
&& difh2o=1.0 && designated in global input
&& htcmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& ieqopt=2 && designated in global input
&& thresh=1200.&& designated in global input
&& liqsideO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 && designated in global input
&& recomh2=on && designated in global input
&& velovity && designated in global input
sdeven=1.0 && default

&& diatrap=0.01 && std. input for 1/10 exp.
var-parm flag=2 && std. input
name=trapreac
var-x=time x=5 27000.0 27010.0 27012.0 27014.0 27030.0
var-y=diatrap y=5 0.0464 0.0464 0.116 4.64 4.64

eoi

trapping
tofku && std, input
lenl=l 1.79 && this is based on actual flight path
Ien2=4.63 && 6* volume of cell/(total structure surface area of

&& that cell)=6*8962/(l 1603.61), std. input
lengft= 13.25 && used actual cell height, std. input
ku 1=10.0 && default
ku2=10.0 && default
surten=1.0 && default
rhodg=mix && std. input
vnost=gft && std. input
trapmin=0.0 && default
trapmax= 1 .e20 && default
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trapmul=1.0 && default
eoi
eoi
condense
h-burnelev=12.9
&& tactiv=28915.0

mfcig=0.055
contburn
shratio=9.0 && default
srtemp=950.0 && pilch standard value
debconc=l .0e6 && no initiation on debris, bsr on gas temp only

&& mfscb=0.95 && std. input
mfocb=0.90 && suppress source dfb
srrate=0.2407 && 5/(volume of cell** 1/3), std. input
dftemp=1000. && spontaneous ignition

eoi
eoi

rad-heat gaswal 2.78
kmx=-0.8
emsvt 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

eoi

low-cell
geometry 395.5

concrete
compos=l concrete=basalt 1.0e05 temp=311.

eoi
interm

lay-name=splash compos=l fe 1.0e04 temp=311.
physics
ht-coef
name= pool

flag= I
var-x= time x= 2 l.e+7 l.le+7 && default ht trans 10090.0 10110.0
var-y= coef y= 2 5.0e+04 100. && fast quench of debris

eoi
eoi
eoi

pool compos 1 h2ol=1.0 temp= 311.
physics
boil

eoi
eoi
bc=311. I.e5 eoi

&& lower plenum
cell=3
control nhtm=2 mxslab=12
numtbc=l maxtbc=5 eoi
title

cell #3 (lower plenum)
geometry 684.9 2.63
atmos=3
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I.e5 273.5
n2=0.7905 o2=0.2095 h2ov=0.01
&& structure input
struc
name=stw3
type=wall shape=slab nslab=6 chrlen=2.63 slarea=279.9 tunif=273.5
x= 0.0 0.00035 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.013
compound=fe fe fe fe fe fe

eoi

name=confl3
type=floor shape=slab nslab=12 chrlen=3.25 slarea=309.9 tunif=273.5
x= 0.0 0.00035 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.016 0.032 0.064 0.13

0.26 0.5 0.75
compound= cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone

cone cone
eoi

dch-cell
&& radgas= 0.8 && designated in global input
&& radmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& difo2=l .0 && designated in global input
&& difh2o=1.0 && designated in global input
&& htcmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& ieqopt=2 && designated in global input
&& thresh=1200.&& designated in global input
&& liqsideO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 && designated in global input
&& recomh2=on && designated in global input
&& velovity && designated in global input
sdeven= 1.0 && default

&& diatrap=0.01 && std. input for 1/10 exp.
var-parm flag=2 && std. input
name=trapreac
var-x=time x=5 27000.0 27010.0 27012.0 27014.0 27030.0
var-y=diatrap y=5 0.0464 0.0464 0.116 4.64 4.64

eoi

trapping
tofku && std, input
len 1=3.0 && this is based on actual flight path
Ien2=4.5 && 6* volume of cell/(total structure surface area of

&& that cell)=6*684.9 /(589.8), std. input

&& used same values as the lenl, std. input
lengfr=2.63 && used cell height, std. input
kul=10.0 && default
ku2=10.0 && default
surten=1.0 && default
rhodg=mix && std. input
vnost=gft && std. input
trapmin=0.0 && default
trapmax=l.e20 && default
trapmul=1.0 && default
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eoi
eoi

condense

h-bumelev=12.9
&&tactiv=28915.0

mfcig=0.95 && no igniters in this cell
contbum
shratio=9.0 && default
srtemp=950.0 && pilch standard value
debconc=1.0e6 && no initiation on debris, bsr on gas temp only

&& mfscb=0.95 && std. input
&& mfocb=0.01 && std. input
srrate=0.567 && 5/(volume of cell** 1/3), std. input
dftemp=1000. && spontaneous ignition

eoi
eoi

rad-heat gaswal 2.7
kmx=-0.8
emsvt 0.8 0.8 && cess

eoi

&& ice compartment
cell=4
control nhtm=2 mxslab=6 naensy=l jpool=l jint=l jconc=l
numtbc=2 maxtbc=5 eoi

title
ice condenser

geometry 2444.0 15.0
atmos=3
1.0e5 273.5
n2=0.7905 o2=0.2095 h2ov=0.01
struc
floorc2 floor slab 2 15 273.5 15.0 0.0 0 163.

0.0 0.00100 0.00200
fefe

name=stll type=wall shape=slab nslab=6 chrlen=15. slarea=2O58.
tunif=273.5
x=0.0 0.001 0.002 0.0032 0.005 0.0085 0.0123
compound= fe fe fe fe fe fe

eoi

dch-cell
&& radgas= 0.8 && designated in global input
&& radmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& difo2=l .0 && designated in global input
&& difh2o=l .0 && designated in global input
&& htcmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& ieqopt=2 && designated in global input
&& thresh=1200.&& designated in global input
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&& liqsideO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 && designated in global input
&& recomh2=on && designated in global input
&& velovity && designated in global input
sdeven=1.0 && default
&& diatrap=0.01 && std. input for 1/10 exp.
var-parm flag=2 && std. input
name=trapreac
var-x=time x=5 27000.0 27010.0 27012.0 27014.0 27030.0
var-y=diatrap y=5 0.0464 0.0464 0.116 4.64 4.64

eoi

trapping
tofku && std, input
len 1 = 1.4 && this gives credit for remaining ice

&& in calculating "s" in "6V/S"
Ien2= 1.4 && used the same value as the "len 1"
lengft= 15.0 && used cell height, std. input
kuI = 10.0 && default
ku2=10.0 && default
surten=1.0 && default
rhodg=mix && std. input
vnost=gft && std. input
trapmin=0.0 && default
trapmax= 1 .e20 && default
trapmul= 1.0 && default
eoi

eoi
condense

h-burn elev=27.8
&&tactiv=28915.0

mfcig=0.95 && no igniters in this cell
contburn
shratio=9.0 && default
srtemp=950.0 && pilch standard value
debconc= 1.0e6 && no initiation on debris, bsr on gas temp only

&& mfscb=0.95 && std. input
&& mfocb=0.01 && std. input
srrate=0.371 && 5/(volume of cell** 1/3), std. input
dftemp=1000. && spontaneous ignition

eoi
eoi

rad-heat gaswal 1.0
kmx=-0.8
emsvt= 0.8 0.8 0.8 eoi

engineer icebed 1 4 2
13.2
icecond

&& icflow=2
hitici= 14.53
icllp=3
tmsici=l.l Ie6
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ciarfl= 167.0
ciflmx= 5.e-6
arhtin= 2.48e4 eoi

eoi-

low-cell
geometry 163.
concrete

compos=l concrete=basalt 1.0e05 temp=274.
eoi
interm

lay-name=splash compos=l fe 1.0e04 temp=274.
physics
ht-coef
name= pool

flag=l
var-x= time x= 2 1 .e+7 1.1 e+7 && do-nothing 10090.0 10110.0
var-y= coef y= 2 5.0e+04 100. && fast quench of debris

eoi
eoi
eoi

pool compos 1 h2ol=1.0 temp= 274.
physics
boil

eoi
eoi

bc=274. l.eO5
eoi
&& upper plenum
cell=5
control nhtm=2 mxslab= 7

numtbc= 1 maxtbc=5
eoi

title
cell #5 (upper plenum)

geometry 1330. 4.83
atmos=3
I.e5 273.5
n2=0.7905 o2=0.2095 h2ov=0.01
&& structure input
struc
name=stw5
type=wall shape=slab nslab=6 chrlen=4.83 slarea=1000. tunif=273.5
x= 0.0 0.00035 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.013
compound=fe fe fe fe fe fe

eoi

name=stfl5
type=floor shape=slab nslab=6 chrlen=3.25 slarea=266. tunif=273.5
x= 0.0 0.00035 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.013
compound3 fe fe fe fe fe fe

eoi

dch-cell
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&& radgas= 0.8 && designated in global input
&& radmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& difo2=l .0 && designated in global input
&& difh2o=l .0 && designated in global input
&& htcmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& ieqopt=2 && designated in global input
&& thresh=1200.&& designated in global input
&& liqsideO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 && designated in global input
&& recomh2=on && designated in global input
&& velovity && designated in global input
sdeven= 1.0 && defau It

&& diatrap=0.01 && std. input for 1/10 exp.
var-parm flag=2 && std. input
name=trapreac
var-x=time x=5 27000.0 27010.0 27012.0 27014.0 27030.0
var-y=diatrap y=5 0.0464 0.0464 0.116 4.64 4.64

eoi

trapping
tofku && std, input
len 1=4.83 && this is based on actual flight path
len2=6.3033 && 6* volume of cell/(total structure surface area of

&& that cell)=6*1330. /(1266), std. input
lengft= 4.83 && used cell height, std. input
ku 1=10.0 && default
ku2=10.0 && default
surten=1.0 && default
rhodg=mix && std. input
vnost=gft && std. input
trapmin=0.0 && default
trapmax=l.e20 && default
trapmul=1.0 && default
eoi
eoi
condense

h-burn elev=37.6
Sc& tactiv=28915.0 && above i.e., below u.c.
mfcig=0.055

contbum
shratio=9.0 && default
srtemp=950.0 && pilch standard value
debconc=1.0e6 && no initiation on debris, bsr on gas temp only

&& mfscb=0.95 && std. input
&& mfocb=0.01 && std. input
srrate=0.455 && 5/(volume of cell** 1/3), std. input
dftemp=1000. && spontaneous ignition

eoi
eoi

rad-heat gaswal 3.78
kmx=-0.8
emsvt 0.8 0.8 && cess
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eoi

&& upper containment
ceU=6
control nhtm=5 mxslab=15
jpool=l jint=l jconc=l
numtbc=2 maxtbc=5 eoi
title

cell #3 (upper containment)
geometry 19859.0 64.04
atmos=3
I.e5 311.0
n2=0.7905 o2=0.2095 h2ov=0.01

struc
st2 wall slab 6 15 311. 15.0 0.0 0 1999.0
0.0 0.001 0.002 0.0032 0.005 0.0085 0.013
fe fe fe fe fe fe

conl wall slab 15 15 311. 15.0 0.0 0 2334.0
0.0 0.001 0.0025 0.005 0.009 0.016 0.029
0.04602 0.09205 0.13807 0.1841 0.23012 0.27615 0.32187
0.36789 0.41392
cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone

st3 wall slab 2 15 311. 15.0 0.0 0 448.2
0.0 0.0007 0.00159
fefe

stflor floor slab 6 2 311. 6.5 0.0 451.16
0.0 0.001 0.002 0.0032 0.005 0.0085 0.013
fe fe fe fe fe fe

&& shel!6i wall slab 6 15 311.15.00.00 2249.
&& 0.0 0.001 0.002 0.0032 0.005 0.0085 0.013
&& fe fe fe fe fe fe
name=she!16i type=wall shape=slab nslab=6 chrlen=15.0
slarea=2249. tunif=311.
compound= fe fe fe fe fe fe
x= 0.0 0.0005 0.001 0.0016 0.0025 0.00425 0.0065
bcouter
strnum=5 l.e20
icell=8

eoi

eoi

dch-cell
&& radgas= 0.8 && designated in global input
&& radmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& difo2= 1.0 && designated in global input
&& difh2o=1.0 && designated in global input
&& htcmul=0.0 && designated in global input
&& ieqopt=2 && designated in global input
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&& thresh=1200.&& designated in global input
&& liqsideO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 && designated in global input
&& recomh2=on && designated in global input
&& velovity && designated in global input
sdeven= 1.0 && default

&& diatrap=0.01 && no nonairborne interactions in dome

trapping
tofku && std, input
len 1 =9.3 && this is based on actual flight path
Ien2= 15.93 && 6* volume of cell/(total structure surface area of

&& that cell)=6* 19859 /(7481.36), std. input
lengft=24. && cell height (main area), std. input
kul=10.0 && default
ku2=10.0 && default
surten=1.0 && default
rhodg=mix && std. input
vnost=gft && std. input
trapmin=0.0 && default
trapmax=l.e20 && default
trapmul=1.0 && default
eoi
eoi

condense
h-burn elev=38.5
&&tactiv=28915.0 && highest cell

mfcig=0.055
contburn
shratio=9.0 && standard(std-) input
srtemp=950.0 && pilch standard value
debconc=l .0e6 && no initiation on debris, bsr on gas temp only
&& mfscb=0.95 && std. input
&& mfocb=0.01 && std. input
srrate=0.1846 && 5/(volume of cell** 1/3), std. input
dftemp=1000. && spontaneous ignition

eoi
eoi

rad-heat gaswal 9.56
kmx=-0.8
emsvt 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 eoi

low-cell
geometry 810.
concrete

compos=l concrete=basalt 2.0e06 temp=300.
eoi
interm

lay-name=splash compos=l fe 1.0e03 temp=300.
physics
ht-coef
name= pool
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flag=l
var-x= time x= 2 l.e+7 l.le+7&& do-nothing 10090.0 10110.0
var-y= coef y= 2 5.0e+04 100. && fast quench of debris

. eoi
eoi

eoi
pool compos 1 h2ol=1.0 temp= 300.

physics
boil

eoi
eoi

bc= 300. 1.0e05
eoi

cell=7
&& primary system cell generates blowdown steam
&& assume steam at 16.0 MPa and 700 K ("scenario 5")
control eoi
&&jpool=l eoi
title

— primary system: used to generate blowdown sources
geometry 344. 5.0 && volume increased to hold correct steam mass
atmos=2 0.0 700.

h2ov= 21746. h2= 0.0 && delete h2
eoi
&& condense
&& ht-tran on off on on on
&& low-cell
&& geometry 15.14
&& pool compos I h2ol=32022. temp= 471.4
&& physics
&& boil
&& eoi
&&eoi
&&bc=3U. I.e5eoi

cell=8
control nhtm=6 mxslab=l 1 eoi
title
cell #8 (shield building and steel containment)

geometry 9143. 50.0
atmos=3
I.e5 305.0
n2=0.7642 o2=0.2032 h2ov=0.0326

struc
name=shell2o type=wall shape=slab nslab=4 chrlen=3.0
slarea=!442. tunif=3ll.
compound= fe fe fe fe
x= 0.0 0.002 0.00518 0.010365 0.015545
bcouter
strnum=6 1 .e20
icell=2

eoi
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eoi

name=shield2 type=wall shape=slab nslab=l 1 chrlen=3.0
slarea=1565. tunif=305
compound^ cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone

cone cone cone
x= 0.0 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.0070310.0140625 0.028125

0.05625 0.1125 0.225 0.45 0.9
eoi

name=sheI14o type=wall shape=slab nslab=4 chrlen=3.0
slarea=2071. tunif=305
compound= fe fe fe fe
x= 0.0 0.004 0.01036 0.02073 0.03109
eoi

name=shield4 type=wall shape=slabnslab=ll chrlen=3.0
slarea=2248. tunif=3O5
compound= cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone

cone cone cone
x=0.0 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.007031 0.0140625 0.028125

0.05625 0.1125 0.225 0.45 0.9
eoi

name=shell6o type=wall shape=slab nslab=6 chrlen=3.0
slarea=2249. tunif^311.
compound= fe fe fe fe fe fe
x= 0.0 0.0005 0.001 0.0016 0.0025 0.00425 0.0065
bcouter
strnum=5 l.e20
icell=6

eoi
eoi

name=shield6 type=wall shape=slab nslab=ll chrlen=3.0
slarea=2612. tunif=305
compound= cone cone cone cone cone cone cone cone

cone cone cone
x=0.00.001 0.002 0.004 0.0070310.0140625 0.028125

0.05625 0.1125 0.225 0.45 0.9
eoi
eoi

rad-heat
emsvt0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
enclos
vufac

&& shel!2o shield2 shelWo shield4 shell6o shield6
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 && shelI2o view factor to shield2

0.078594 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 && shield2 view factor to shield2
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 && shelWo view factor to shield4

0.078737 0.0 0.0 && shield4 view factor to shield4
0.0 1.0 &&shell6o view factor to shield6

0.13897 && shield6 view factor to shield6
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eoi
eoi
condense
ht-tran on off on on on

cell=9
control nhtm= 1 mxslab= 10 eoi
title

cell #9 (environment cell)
geometry l.e20 l.OelO
atmos=3
I.e5 305.0
n2=0.77642 o2=0.2032 h2ov=0.0326
struc
floor floor slab 2 15 325. 15.0 0.0 0 1.0
0.0 0.00637 0.01271
fefe

eof
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